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Abstract
Today, the field of robotics research has been merged with several other areas and
robotics applications are found in a variety of domains. Human-friendly robotics is one
such relatively new and important development. Since the human-friendly robots are meant
to be operated with close interactions with humans, their control interfaces should be as
natural as possible and should be easy to use. Since the most convenient mode of com-
munication for human is the natural language, human-robot interfaces of human-friendly
robots should retain natural language capabilities. By observing natural language robotic
systems implemented so far, we can identify an inherent drawback. Although it is conve-
nient to issue natural language instructions, when performing a non-trivial task, it may be
difficult to control a natural language controlled robot because the number of commands
required to complete the task may be large. Moreover, it may be required to issue similar
commands frequently, reducing the efficiency of the system. This is a result of the limited
information content of a natural language instruction. This disadvantage can be eliminated
by incorporating learning in the natural language interface.
When implementing a learning mechanism for a natural language controlled robot,
the most important consideration is the nature of human observations and the nature of hu-
man decision making. Inherently, human observations are imprecise and human decisions
are subjective. Therefore, natural language controlled robots should be capable of learn-
ing from imprecise information. In this thesis, first of all a new architecture called “Fuzzy
Coach-Player Architecture” is proposed for learning from natural language instructions is-
sued by a human user. This architecture has been developed by observing the real-world
relationship between a coach and a player. Then the said architecture is applied to learn
three important things in robot control: i.e., situations, actions, and objects.
Learning a situation is to learn what to do in certain circumstances. The theoretical
basis for situation learning is developed and it is demonstrated with two path learning appli-
cations. In these applications, a robot learns certain paths by accepting verbal instructions.
In the first application, a modified version of the conventional probabilistic neural network
architecture is used. For the other application, a new kind of probabilistic neural network
architecture is developed. Learning an action is, learning to perform a certain action asked
by the user. This is demonstrated with a manipulator posture control application. In this
application, a user can instruct a robotic manipulator to change its posture with complex
verbal commands. Learning an object is, learning to identify an object when it is referred
to by a natural language reference. In this application, instead of learning an object as it is,
certain object features are learned. The advantage is, once an object feature is learned, that
knowledge is applicable when identifying any other object having the same feature.
By comparing experimental results with other natural language controlled robotic
systems, it can be concluded that using the methods proposed in this thesis, the efficiency
of natural language controlled robots can be improved.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Human-friendly Robots
From the inception, the major role of robotics was in the heavy industry. However, the
scope of the field of robotics is gradually spreading and moving into new areas. In contrast
to the conventional applications in the heavy industry, robotic applications are now found in
a broad spectrum of domains. Among these, human-robot interaction is a well-concentrated
research area. Various facets of human-robot interaction are being studied under different
sub-areas such as human-friendly robots [1], socially interactive robots [2], sociable robots
[3], welfare robots [4], [5], socially embedded robots [6], etc.; sometimes overlapping
with each other. The nature of human-robot interactions under consideration in modern
research varies from simple operations such as recognizing preprogrammed words to more
complicated issues such as understanding emotions and gestures [7]. In the context of this
thesis, I will use the term “human friendly robots” for this entire range of robots which is
capable of interacting with humans at different levels.
Studies of human-robot interaction have become important as robots start to move
out factory floor and laboratory test beds into the society. Robots have been introduced
as toys [8], [9] and household equipment [10]. For the first time in the history, the World
Trade Center (WTC) rescue response provided an opportunity to study the humanrobot
interactions (HRI) during a real rescue operation [11]. Most importantly, the robots are
being considered for use in elder care as well [12]. If the dreams of researches come true,
in future, robots will assist the elderly and disabled people into and out of wheelchairs and
beds, be conversant in several languages, watch over babies, and provide a sympathetic ear
to the lonely [13].
As robots take on an increasingly ubiquitous role in society, they must be easy for
the average person to use and interact with. Essentially, human friendly robots must be
easy to use and have natural communication interfaces because the natural human behavior
is to express themselves via language, facial gestures and expressions. In this thesis, I
will concentrate on an important problem associated with robots that understand natural
language communications; i.e. learning from natural language instructions.
1.2 Natural Language Communication with Robots
Undoubtedly, the natural language is the most familiar and the convenient medium of com-
munication for human. This argument is supported by the fact that the human head and
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brain have been uniquely evolved to produce speech [14]. Therefore, the next generation
of computers is expected to interact and communicate with users in a cooperative and nat-
ural manner when users carry out everyday activities. Towards this end, a truly intelligent
human-robot interface should be able to comprehend what people say, carryout their orders,
and answer them in a peer-like manner.
1.2.1 Human-robot communication
The ultimate goal of developing human-robot communication interfaces would be to achieve
the level of human-human conversations. This is not a simple task because an agent that
provides such a complex language behavior requires competencies in the areas of,
• Phonetics and Phonology: The study of linguistic sounds;
• Morphology: The study of the meaningful components of words;
• Syntax: The study of the structural relationships between words;
• Semantics: The study of meaning;
• Pragmatics: The study of how language is used to accomplish goals; and
• Discourse: The study of linguistic units larger than a single utterance.
The most or all tasks in speech and language processing can be viewed as resolving ambi-
guity at one of these levels [15].
To achieve this goal, only voice recognition is not sufficient; instead, a robot should
be able to understand the underline meaning of a user utterance. Although most of the
speech recognition systems available today, such as the ones based on hidden Markov mod-
els and hybrid connectionist models, provide satisfactory performance, little progress have
been achieved in regard to the understanding of the true meaning of natural language utter-
ances.
1.2.2 Limitations of Early Natural Language Controlled Robots
Attempts to utilize natural language as a communication medium with robots were taken
quite early. Shakey [16], the first mobile robot (introduced in 1972) that could claim to
reason about its actions had limited language capability; commands could be typed into
Shakey’s computer in English, and it would type back a response. However, almost all
natural language controlled robots developed until recently, were not conceptually much
different from each other. What they could perform was to identify one or more pre-
programmed words or phrases in a user utterance and execute a corresponding command
or a set of commands. Some important such works are noted below.
A model car controlled by voice instructions was developed by Sugeno et al. [17],
[18]. They used voice commands such as “turn right,” “turn left,” “enter the garage,” etc.
to control a model car. As far as natural language interface was considered, nothing had
been done except identifying a set of pre-programmed commands. In voice controlled
wheelchairs developed by Mazo et al. [19] and Komiya et al. [20], each possible user
command was restricted to few preprogrammed words.
ASIMO, probably one of the most advanced robots developed so far, has very ad-
vanced voice recognition capabilities. Although the number of commands that can be pre-
programmed is basically unlimited, conceptually there is no much advancement from the
wheel chair developed by Mazo et al. [19]. What ASIMO can do is to comprehend and
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carry out tasks based on simple voice commands given in English that have been prepro-
grammed [21].
1.3 Current Trends in Human-friendly Robots
There are many robotic systems emerged from different research areas, that have been de-
signed to interact with people. Many of these systems target different application domains
such as computer interfaces, Web agents, synthetic characters for entertainment, or robots
for physical labor. In general, two main streams can be identified within the human-friendly
research domain: embodied and disembodied systems.
In embodied systems, the human interacts with a robot or an animated avatar. The
concentration in these researches is to embed the robot or avatar with more human like
cognitive capabilities. In disembodied systems, the human interacts through speech or
text entered at a keyboard. These researches concentrate on developing human friendly
interfaces for ordinary robots. By ordinary we mean the robots that are controlled by
conventional methods and are already being utilized for useful work.
1.3.1 Embodied systems
The advantage of this line of research is that it is directed towards developing cognitive
agents, probably having human-like cognitive capabilities [22]. For example, Oates et al.
[23] presented an unsupervised learning method that allowed a robotic agent to identify
and represent qualitatively different outcomes of actions. They used human experience to
evaluate their method. Roy [24] presented a computational model which could learn words
from multisensory data. In a more recent interesting work presented in Roy et al. [25]
authors proposed a set of representations and procedures that enable a robotic manipulator
to maintain a “mental model” of its physical environment by coupling active vision to
physical simulation with the view of creating an interactive robot which could engage in
cooperative task with human. Ballard and Yu [26] and Yu and Ballard [27] presented a
multimodal interface that could learn words from human users in an unsupervised manner
in which users perform everyday tasks while providing natural language descriptions of
their tasks.
This line of research is very important; however, due to extremely demanding tech-
nical and theoretical requirements of such systems, still they have a long way to go in order
to be applied in practical domains.
1.3.2 Disembodied systems
The advantage of this line of research is that it allows us to develop human interfaces for
existing robotic systems. Some of the potential areas for such applications are nursing and
aiding, helping human in complex tasks such as surgery and implementing space restricted
systems where other input-output devices are not feasible. For example, Lin and Kan [28]
proposed an adaptive fuzzy command acquisition method for controlling machines using
natural language commands such as “move forward at a very high speed.” In Pulasinghe et
al. [29], similar commands were used to control a mobile robot handling out-of-vocabulary
words. In a more pragmatic approach, Pulasinghe et al. [30] discussed how a robot manip-
ulator could be controlled with voice commands to do an assembling task.
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The work presented in this thesis is different from the both views above. However,
it is related to the second one in the sense that it also concentrates on controlling ordinary
robotic systems by human friendly means rather than developing a robot with human like
cognitive capabilities.
1.4 Human Decision Making Process
To discuss about human decision making, first we need to explore the nature of human
observation because observation stimulates decision making.
The systematic empirical study of judgment and decision making did not begin to
emerge as a discipline in its own right until the 1960s, when there was an upsurge of in-
terest in the broader and more general field of cognitive psychology that includes memory,
thinking, problem solving, mental imagery and language [31].
Until the mid 1970s, the studies of intuitive probabilistic judgment led to the conclu-
sion that most people make judgments based on rational methods that are in line with the
main rules of statistics and probability theory [32], [33], [34]. However, two factors subse-
quently modified this line of research: psychological researches identified the presence of
systematic errors in contrast to what was assumed by logistic theories and, in the economic
field, Allais [35] demonstrated the existence of a paradox of normative theory that leads to
its failure as a descriptive model of decision making.
In an early attempt to develop a theory of thinking, Minsky [36] proposed a memory
structure called a “frame” to represent knowledge. He argued that whenever one encounters
a new situation or makes a substantial change in one’s view point, he selects from memory
a remembered framework called a frame and adapts it to fit reality by changing the details
associated with it.
In contrast to sensory perceptions of instruments or robots, human observations are
non-metric. Recent researches on human perception of space have provided very com-
prehensive results to support this remark. According to the work of Tversky et al. [37],
one remarkable feature of human mind is to conceive of some large spaces as integrated
wholes. Certain information, like exact metric information, is systematically simplified and
even distorted. Directions and axes are not represented analogically or metrically in exact
degrees or meters, but rather at least somewhat categorically.
However, even though such fuzziness is associated with perception of space, we
know that still humans are capable of doing things like finding their own way to a place,
giving directions to another human, or even guiding a mobile robot to a required destina-
tion.
1.4.1 Impreciseness of human observations
Above findings about the nature of human observations are emphasized by our day-to-day
real world experiences, since we know that we do not perceive anything numerically. When
it comes to natural language controlled robots, the commands issued to a robot are affected
by the operating human user’s perception about the state of the robot. Although we may
define the state of a robot by various measurable parameters, a human user understands
them only using his own senses. Therefore, the decisions made by a human user are not
precise; rather they are approximate decisions.
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Figure 1.1: Perception of a position.
Consider the illustration in Fig. 1.4.1. Assume that the user wants to guide a robot
manipulator to move its tip from Source to Target. Also, assume that the user can move
the manipulator tip either up/down (y axis) or left/right (x axis) using verbal commands.
As the first step, user might say “move right” or “move down.” In this case, the exact
coordinate positions are Source = (450.80,−132.55) and Target = (597.94,−291.93).
However, for his decision, the user does not use this accurate information. Instead, he
might think “what is the best way to move from the source area to the target area.” Thus,
the user may take the same decision to move from any other point in the source area to any
other point in the target area.
1.4.2 Established models of human uncertainty
This section briefly summarizes existing models that have been used for quantifying human
uncertainty.
• Certainty factors: Certainty factors model was developed for the MYCIN medical
diagnosis program [38] and was widely used in expert systems of the late 1970s and
1980s. A typical expert system consisted of a set of facts, a set of rules, and an in-
ference engine. The inference engine applied a sequence of rules to the set of facts,
thereby producing new facts. Uncertainty was modeled through certainty factors as-
sociated to facts and rules. Although some expert systems of this kind worked quite
well, certainty factors are not popular nowadays, because they tend to produce con-
tradictions.
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• Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic: Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic attempt to model uncertainty
through vagueness, rather than probabilities. Fuzzy set theory is a means of specify-
ing how well an object satisfies a vague description whereas fuzzy logic is a method
for reasoning with logical expressions describing memberships in fuzzy sets [39],
[40], [41].
• Dempster-Shafer theory: The Dempster-Shafer theory [42] is designed to deal with
the distinction between uncertainty and ignorance. Rather than computing the prob-
ability of a proposition, it computes the probability that the evidence supports the
proposition.
• Lower previsions: The theory of lower (and upper) previsions can be seen as a gener-
alization of Dempster-Shafer theory [43]. The lower prevision of a statement can be
interpreted as a lower limit of the probability of the statement being true. The theory
is related to gambling situations where one assumes that the opponent may have more
information than oneself.
• Subjective probability: The term subjective probability (as opposed to frequency
based probability) means that the subject merely assigns numbers to different events
and statements, which obey the rules of probability calculus.
• Bayesian networks: A Bayesian network is a directed graph in which each node is
annotated with quantitative probability information. Bayesian networks represent a
different perspective than that of classical expert systems: Rather than imitating the
human thought process, with uncertainty associated to inference rules, one creates a
consistent causal probability model, and uses probability calculus for inference [44].
1.4.3 Objective vs. subjective information
Subjectivity is associated with anything or anywhere where human factors are involved.
There is a self-evident distinction between objective and subjective information. The for-
mer, the hard currency of information-processing devices of all kinds, is used to transmit
impersonal knowledge, and is readily quantifiable and ultimately reducible to binary digits.
The latter is inextricably bound with issues of meaning, value, and perspective, and thus
would seem to defy such universal quantification [45].
For example, the objective information contained in any book could, in principle, be
uniquely quantified by suitable digitization of its array of letters, symbols, and illustrations,
but the subjective information communicated would depend keenly on the readers interest
in the subject matter, intellectual heritage, emotional perspective, and personal value sys-
tem.
Therefore, in addition to the effects due to imprecise observations, human decisions
are affected by the subjectivity.
1.5 Contribution
In the work presented in this thesis, I focus on learning from fuzzy natural language instruc-
tions. Although there are many former works in related areas, the importance of learning
from natural language instructions has not been addressed.
The motivation behind this work is the observation that for the success of any nat-
ural language controlled robotic system, the robot should be capable of learning from the
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instructions issued by the human operator of the robot.
This observation is the result of an inherent disadvantage of natural language con-
trolled systems. Although it is convenient to issue instructions, when performing a non-
trivial task, it may be difficult to control a natural language controlled robot because the
number of commands required may be large. Moreover, it may be required to issue similar
commands frequently reducing the efficiency of the system. On the other hand, if there is
a learning mechanism, the burden on the user will be reduced as the system matures by
learning gradually.
In this work, a new architecture called “fuzzy coach-player system” for learning from
natural language commands was proposed. Then it was applied and experimentally verified
for three cases; namely, learning situations, learning actions, and learning objects.
1.6 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 presents the architecture of fuzzy coach-player system for learning from natural
language commands. The concept behind the architecture and the potential applications of
the architecture are discussed.
Chapter 3 describes the interpretation of fuzzy natural language instructions as ap-
plied to robot control. When using natural language to control robots, encountering words
and phrases with fuzzy implications is inevitable. In this chapter, the methods used to
interpret such commands in the experiments presented in this thesis are discussed.
In Chapter 4, a theoretical model, which is based on imprecision of human observa-
tions, proposed for situation learning is presented and it is demonstrated with a simple path
learning application. In this experiment, an object sorting robot learns the path from an
object table to a bin avoiding obstacles.
In Chapter 5, situation learning is demonstrated with a complex path learning appli-
cation. This path learning application is complex in the sense that it learns multiple paths
from an object table to multiple bins. The effect of the intention of the human operator,
which should be taken into consideration in such complex applications, is discussed and a
neural network architecture specially designed for situation learning considering the effect
of the user intention is also presented.
Chapter 6 presents action learning. In this chapter, the challenging task of control-
ling the posture of a robotic manipulator with natural language instructions is discussed.
The proposed idea is demonstrated with an experiment conducted with a 7-link redundant
manipulator.
Chapter 7 demonstrates learning objects with natural language instructions. In this
chapter, learning to identify objects that are referred to by natural language references is
discussed. The method presented relies on learning the grounded meanings of individual
object features.
Chapter 8 summarizes the contents of the thesis and concludes the with a discussion
of the outcomes of the research and future research directions.
Chapter 2
Fuzzy Coach-Player System
2.1 Introduction
Coach-player system is a conceptual architecture that provides a basis for developing human-
robot conversational interfaces with learning. This idea emerged from a bird’s-eye view of
the real-world relationship between a coach and a player [46], [47].
The majority of learning research in artificial intelligence, computer science, and
psychology has studied the case in which an agent begins with no knowledge at all about
which it is trying to learn. Although this is an important special case, it is by no means the
general case. Most human learning takes place in the context of a good deal of background
knowledge. Some psychologists and linguists claim that even new born babies exhibit
knowledge of the world [48].
The coach player system can be used for learning by natural language controlled
robots, which posses limited built in knowledge. In contrast to human-like cognitive robots,
robots with limited knowledge and cognitive capabilities are realizable. If the capability of
learning from natural language is built in, they can evolve into more capable robots by
interacting with human.
In the following Section 2.2, the real-world analogy of coach-player system is de-
scribed. What is the coach-player system is explained in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, the ap-
plications of the coach-player system, especially performed in this thesis, are overviewed.
2.2 Real-world Analogy
In the real-world relationship between a coach and a player, the player possesses some
basic skills of a game or a sport. In the contrary, the coach is more experienced and knowl-
edgeable. He gives the player instructions at suitable instances so that the coaching process
will be successful if the player develops new skills combining his basic skills and the in-
structions or advices received from the coach. At initial stages of coaching, the frequency
of coach’s instructions is high; but it reduces as the player gains skills.
According to the discussion in Section 1.4 on the nature of human observation, since
the coach measures player performance through visual observation and evaluates it based
on his knowledge and experience, both the observation and the judgment may not be accu-
rate; rather, his observations may be approximate or imprecise while his judgments may be
subjective. On the other hand, the mode of communication being the natural language, the
instructions issued to the player may contain phrases with fuzzy implications. Neverthe-
less, a human player can understand such imprecise instructions with fuzzy implications
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Figure 2.1: Concept of fuzzy coach-player system.
and behave as directed.
The conceptual relationship between a coach and a player is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Of
course, the true relationship between a coach and a player in the real-world is much more
complicated. What shows in Fig. 2.1 is a simplified view that is suitable and sufficient for
modeling the intended framework for learning.
2.3 Coach-Player Systems
From the above observation, it is possible to derive a model that is suitable for human-robot
cooperative learning.
A robot controlled by natural language instructions must have certain capabilities at a
minimum. First, it should be able to understand and interpret a finite set of natural language
instructions. Second, a human user should be able to obtain some work performed by
issuing a suitable sequence of instructions, each of which is an element of the said finite set
of instructions. The number of instructions needed and the time taken to complete a task
will depend on the complexity of the task under consideration and the level of complexity
or the information richness of each instruction.
Since the amount of information conveyed via a single instruction is finite, guiding a
robot to perform a complex task requires multiple instructions. User issues each instruction
in a step-by-step fashion observing the robots behavior at each step. This is analogous to the
real-world relationship between a coach and a player explained in Section 2.2. Therefore,
this type of a system can be called a coach-player system; in particular, it is called a fuzzy
coach-player system when fuzzy instructions are used.
2.3.1 Features of coach-player systems
There are three important features in a coach-player system.
1. Interpretation and execution of instructions by the player:
Player interprets a user instruction with his limited capabilities and performs an ac-
tion. This involves fuzzy inference if the instruction contains words or phrases bear-
ing fuzzy implications. The state or performance of the player changes because of the
execution.
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Figure 2.2: The architecture of a coach-player system.
2. Evaluation of the player by the coach:
Coach observes and evaluates the change in state or performance of the player. This
observation is approximate and the evaluation, which depends on the coach’s knowl-
edge, experience, attitude, etc., is subjective. Based on the evaluation, the coach
decides to issue the next instruction or to stop.
3. Improvement of the player:
As a result of following coach’s instructions, the player continuously improves its
state or performance towards the coach’s intended direction. This continues until the
coach is satisfied.
For example, consider a system where a human is guiding a mobile robot to move
from one point to another. A typical series of instructions would be
• “move forward slowly”
• “move little more forward”
• “turn to right”
• “move far”
• “stop,” etc.
The user may continue to command until the robot reaches the destination.
The architecture of a coach-player system is shown in Fig. 2.2. In the figure, “Con-
troller” has a limited intelligence that is sufficient to understand a finite set of instructions.
If any user instruction is not understandable, it can consult the user.
The system architectures of the majority of the natural language controlled robots
available today are similar to that of the above coach-player system. The flaw in this ar-
chitecture is that it is inefficient unless the amount of information conveyed by a single
instruction is high. With a relatively simple and finite instruction set, repeating similar
instructions at similar situations is inevitable leading to a tiresome work in the part of the
user.
One alternative is to introduce more and more information-rich instructions, which
are necessarily more complicated. For understanding such instructions, the robot needs
to be more and more intelligent. In the extreme case, robots with human-like cognitive
capabilities may be required.
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Figure 2.3: Introduction of a sub-coach into a coach-player system.
The other alternative is to introduce a learning mechanism. To achieve this, a new
concept of a sub-coach that is explained in the next section is introduced.
2.3.2 Sub-coach
Sub-coach is a software agent that stands in between the user (coach) and the robot (player).
It reduces the burden of the coach by learning from voice instructions and emulating a coach
to the player.
The concept of sub-coach for learning was first proposed in Jayawardena et al. [49]
demonstrating a sub-coach that was able to learn from crisp instructions. The same concept
was further amplified by incorporating both crisp and fuzzy instructions in [47], [50], [51],
[52]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the architecture of the complete coach-player system with a
sub-coach.
Whenever user issues an instruction, the sub-coach observes both the instruction and
the state of the robot, thus building a knowledge base gradually. If the user instruction is
not understandable with the limited intelligence of the controller, it consults the sub-coach
instead of the user. Then, emulating the user (coach), the sub-coach advices the robot with
the help of its knowledge base. If the sub-coach is incapable of advising the robot at any
instance, it reports that fact to the user, so that the user can issue more simple instructions to
the robot. Whenever the sub-coach is advising the robot, the user can observe the outcome
and can override the sub-coach if necessary.
This architecture provides three advantages:
1. Elimination of instruction repetitions:
Since the sub-coach continuously observes and learns the instructions and their cor-
responding robot states, the need for repeating instructions at states that are similar to
previously encountered states is eliminated.
2. Reduction of user burden:
As the sub-coach handles most of the tedious repetitive work, the user has less work
load. This enables him to control more than one robot at a time or to be engaged in
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another work simultaneously, intervening only when required.
3. Flexible user instructions:
While keeping a small built-in instruction set, there is a possibility of using new user
instructions because the sub-coach can learn the new instruction and its equivalent
sequence of built-in instructions. Once learned, when the user issues the same in-
struction next time, the sub-coach can instruct the robot with the equivalent sequence
of built in instructions.
2.4 Applications of the Coach-Player System
In this thesis, learning of three things that are important for natural language controlled
robots is discussed. They are learning of, situations, actions, and objects [53]. Although
three applications are presented in detail, the coach-player system is not limited to these
applications; but may be applied to a wide range of problems because it is a general frame-
work.
1. Learning situations: The main control input for a natural language controlled robot
is verbal human instructions. When the robot does not have any knowledge about the
situations it encounters, it has to rely entirely on human instructions as to what actions
to take. What we mean by learning situations is, learning of possible situations and
corresponding suitable actions. The trivial method of doing this is to memorize all or
a large number of possible situations and actions. In this thesis, an efficient learning
architecture, which is based on the approximate nature of human observation and
decision-making, is proposed. Section 2.4.1 below briefly describes an application
developed in order to demonstrate the proposed idea.
2. Learning actions: A natural language controlled robot should be able to perform the
actions instructed verbally. Verbal descriptions of actions are usually not precise. On
the other hand, in a flexible natural language controlled robotic system, a user should
be able to request the robot to perform a complex action with a single instruction. As
in the above case, the trivial solution for this is to build a knowledgebase that consists
of a large number of instructions and corresponding actions. Section 2.4.2 describes
an action learning application developed using the coach-player system.
3. Learning objects: Identification of objects with verbal references is also very im-
portant for natural language controlled robots. To do this, storing the details of a
large number of objects together with their natural language references is not effi-
cient. Section 2.4.3, presents a coach-player system based method, in which a robot
learns how to identify an object by learning the grounded meaning of some important
object features, as a human does.
2.4.1 Path learning
The applications that use robot manipulators require controlling the trajectory of the tip of
the manipulator. The level of precision depends on the task under consideration. If the ma-
nipulator is controlled by natural language instructions, the tip position of the manipulator
is changed according to user instructions, thus traversing the user-desired trajectory. For
example Pulasingha et al. [30] demonstrated how an assembling task could be performed
with a voice controlled redundant manipulator.
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Chapter 4 discusses a simple path learning application where, a manipulator sur-
rounded by obstacles is used to pick some objects placed on a table and to place them in
a bucket. Sub-coach learns the path from the table to the bucket by observing the user’s
instructions and the robot’s states.
The application discussed in Chapter 5 is similar to the above case except that there
are multiple buckets. As a result, the path learning becomes more complex and it requires
a different strategy from the above case.
In both cases, the robot is capable of understanding a set of simple motion instruc-
tions and the user can guide the tip of the manipulator to the target using these simple
instructions although a large number of instructions is required to complete one pick-and-
place operation. However, as the knowledge of the sub-coach increases, the frequency
of user intervention reduces thus allowing the robot to perform pick-and-place operations
autonomously.
2.4.2 Posture control of manipulators
To control the posture of a robotic manipulator, each joint should be controlled by providing
the joint angles. When a manipulator with six or more joints is considered, this is not a
trivial task [54]. Therefore, controlling the posture with voice instructions is extremely
challenging.
By employing simple instructions, it is possible to control one joint at a time. For
example, it may be possible to rotate a certain joint with instructions like “rotate your
wrist little clockwise, “rotate your shoulder little anticlockwise,” etc. by referring to each
joint of the manipulator. However, this type of instructions is not sufficient to control
the posture of a manipulator in a more complex and useful manner. On the other hand,
it will be very inconvenient for a user to bring the manipulator to a desired posture by
rotating a single joint at a time. If a manipulator is truly controllable with natural language
instructions, it should be possible to use instructions like “reach upper back and turn your
tip down,” “bend towards far left,” etc. without imposing any considerable restrictions upon
instruction choices.
Coach-player system is an architectural concept in which a player with limited ca-
pabilities is developed into a more capable one with the help or intervention of a coach.
In other words, a robotic system with certain intelligence or a limited knowledge base is
developed into a more advanced and useful system by interacting with a human user.
Suppose that a robotic manipulator understands voice instructions to control each
joint but does not understand any other instruction. Therefore, to bring the manipulator
to a desired posture, the user has to issue several joint control instructions in sequence.
User needs to repeat a similar procedure each time he needs to change the posture of the
manipulator. In a coach-player system with a sub-coach, the sub-coach can learn from
user instructions and manipulator data, and can learn to execute complex instructions. This
application is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
2.4.3 Object identification
In natural languages, object references are composed of combinations of lexical symbols
representing shapes, colors, sizes, etc. In order to infer the meaning of such a combination,
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one should know the meaning of each lexical symbol. For example, to identify a “large
green car,” one should know what is meant by large, green, and car. In the human learning
process, once the grounded meaning of a lexical symbol is learned, humans are capable
of interpreting it with relation to different scenarios. This is true for childhood learning as
well as for new language learning by adults. Our objective is to apply a similar strategy for
learning object identification by robots.
Object perception by any robot is only via sensors. If the camera images are used, it is
possible to extract various features of the objects presented in a scene. This is a completely
automated process where there is no consideration as to how these objects are represented
in the domain of natural languages.
Although the robot perception is limited to sensory data, a human user may refer
to objects with combinations of lexical symbols. “red cube,” “blue cylinder,” or “big yel-
low sphere” are some examples. In order to execute user instructions that consist of such
references, there should be a method to learn the meanings of these lexical symbols.
Chapter 7 discusses an application in detail, in which a robot learns how to identify
objects. The implementation is motivated by the coach-player system.
Chapter 3
Fuzzy Natural Language Instructions
3.1 Introduction
Although the main objective of this thesis is to propose an architecture for learning from
natural language instructions, the interpretation of such instructions also becomes an inte-
gral part in the implementation of experimental systems. Therefore, this chapter summa-
rizes some of the available techniques and describes the interpretation method used in the
presented work.
For true natural language controlled systems, automatic speech recognition (ASR) is
not sufficient. Instead, it is necessary to use other strategies that can decode the intended
information contained in natural language expressions.
One very closely related area of research is the symbol grounding problem [55].
Symbol grounding problem arises from the question, how the symbols in natural languages
relate to real world entities? Symbol grounding problem is a very hard problem in robotics
and AI [56]. In general, the interpretation of natural language instructions that contain
fuzzy linguistic information is a subset of the symbol grounding problem. However, our
objective is not to solve the symbol grounding problem in general.
Narrowing down the problem domain to machine control, there are some already
developed techniques for interpreting commands that contain fuzzy linguistic information.
The adaptive fuzzy command acquisition network (AFCAN) proposed by Lin and Kan
[28], was able to acquire fuzzy commands via online learning and accepting criticism from
a user. In their method, acquiring commands such as “move forward very fast ” was studied.
Here, “move forward ” represents the action to be performed while “very fast ” represents
the fuzzy linguistic information. For machine or robot control, interpreting this kind of
commands is quite useful.
Pulasinghe et al. [29] applied a similar method for controlling a mobile robot. They
proposed that the significance of action modification words changes contextually and im-
plemented a command interpretation strategy based on a fuzzy neural network.
The command interpretation method used in the work presented in this thesis is very
similar to the above two approaches. However, instead of fuzzy neural networks, simple
fuzzy reasoning is used. As far as fuzzy linguistic command interpretation is concerned,
this thesis does not propose a new concept; rather it presents an interpretation strategy,
which is devised based on some of the established ideas. However, the understanding of
the methods presented in this chapter is necessary for the understanding and the completion
of the rest of the chapters.
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Table 3.1: Fuzzy commands used by the human user.
Action Action
modification
go up
go down very little
go right little
go left medium
go forward far
go backward
In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, two types of commands applicable to robotic manipulators:
i.e., simple fuzzy-voice motion commands and fuzzy-voice joint commands are discussed,
focusing on their applications in the implementations presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
3.2 Simple Fuzzy-Voice Motion Commands (SFMCs)
If a human user instructs a robot manipulator to move its tip to a certain point, it has to
be performed in a step-by-step fashion. At each step, there are two decisions to be made.
They are,
1. the direction to move (or action) and
2. the distance to move (or action modification).
After making these decisions, the user has to issue a command that includes both
the direction to move and the distance to move. Out of these two components in the com-
mand, the direction command component or the action is non-fuzzy. On the other hand, the
distance command component or the action modification is fuzzy. That is because, when
natural language commands are used to instruct distances, commands such as “move little ”
are more convenient than those containing numerical values.
Table 3.1 shows a set of possible actions and action modifications. Any combination
of an action and an action modification can be used as a command. For example, “go very
little right ” would be a valid command.
3.2.1 Command interpretation
What is meant by “move little ” by a human is not a fixed value. In this work, we have
assumed that the actual amount traversed as the response to a distance command depends on
the distance traversed immediately before that. This assumption is based on the observation
of a natural human tendency.
For example, a human who just traveled 10 km may consider another 1 km as a short
distance while another one who just traveled 100 m may consider the same 1 km as a long
distance. This is very close to the approach that was adopted in [30].
In the process of interpretation of the meanings of fuzzy distance commands, follow-
ing twelve rules are used for fuzzy reasoning [57], [58], [59]:
R1 : If a is ‘very little’ and l is L then h is V V S
R2 : If a is ‘very little’ and l isM then h is V S
R3 : If a is ‘very little’ and l is H then h is S
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Figure 3.1: Membership functions for action modification.
R4 : If a is ‘little’ and l is L then h is S
R5 : If a is ‘little’ and l isM then h is B
R6 : If a is ‘little’ and l is H then h is V B
R7 : If a is ‘medium’ and l is L then h is V B
R8 : If a is ‘medium’ and l isM then h is V V B
R9 : If a is ‘medium’ and l is H then h is F
R10: If a is ‘far’ and l is L then h is F
R11: If a is ‘far’ and l isM then h is V F
R12: If a is ‘far’ and l is H then h is V V F
where a is the action modification character variable, l is previous distance, and h is new
distance. Fuzzy labels for the previous distance and the new distance are defined by,
L : Low M : Medium H : High
for l and
V V S : Very Very Small V S : Very Small S : Small
B : Big V B : Very Big V V B : Very Very Big
F : Far V F : Very Far V V F : Very Very Far
for h.
The support set of the action modification character variable a is the set of action
modification command components {very little, little, medium, far} shown in Table 3.1
and its membership value is either 1 or 0: i.e., a has singleton membership functions. The
membership functions for a, l, and h are shown in Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.2, and Fig. 3.3.
The firing strength of the ith rule, αi is computed as,
αi = µAMi(a) · µPDi(l) (3.1)
Here, “·” is the algebraic product. Using Larsen’s product operation rule [60] as the fuzzy
implication function, the ith rule leads to the decision,
µND′i(h) = αi · µNDi(h) (3.2)
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Figure 3.3: Membership functions for new distance.
Consequently, the membership function µND′ of the inferred consequence is given by,
µND′(h) = µND′1(h) ∨ . . . ∨ µND′12(h) (3.3)
= α1 · µND1(h) ∨ . . . ∨ α12 · µND12(h)
(3.4)
To obtain the crisp output value, a defuzzification strategy is required [61]. Using the
well-known Centre-of-Area method [62], the crisp output value of the new distance, h0 is
obtained as follows:
h0 =
∫ +∞
−∞
∑12
i=1 αihµNDi(h)dh∫ +∞
−∞
∑12
i=1 αiµNDi(h)dh
(3.5)
After the crisp value of the distance to be traversed, h0 is decided, it can be used to
control the tip position of the manipulator. Initially, there is no distance traveled in response
to the previous command. Therefore, the initial input value can be decided according to the
workspace of the manipulator.
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Table 3.2: Fuzzy-voice joint commands.
Axis Direction Action Action Modification
Name of Rotation
S1 + rotate your shoulder left
− rotate your shoulder right
S2 + bend your upper arm forward
− bend your upper arm backward
S3 + rotate your upper arm left
− rotate your upper arm right very little
E1 + bend your lower arm forward little
− bend your lower arm backward medium
E2 + rotate your lower arm left far
− rotate your lower arm right
W1 + bend your wrist forward
− bend your wrist backward
W2 + rotate your wrist left
− rotate your wrist right
3.2.2 Applications
SFMCs can provide only direction and distance information. One possible application is
controlling a mobile robot. In the case of a manipulator, these commands can be used to
change the tip position of a manipulator in up, down, forward, backward, left, and right
directions. Although they can change the manipulator tip position in the Cartesian space,
they cannot change the orientation or the posture of the manipulator. Therefore, in the
case of manipulator control, these commands are very restrictive and inefficient. However,
when the manipulator is in a convenient posture to reach the target point, these commands
are very useful to fine-tune the tip position to reach the target.
3.3 Fuzzy-Voice Joint Commands (FVJCs)
When controlling a robot manipulator with voice commands, there is no way to control the
joint angles using conventional methods [63], [64]. Instead, it would be much more con-
venient for a user to issue a command such as “rotate your wrist little right.” FVJCs used
during the experiments presented in this thesis are shown in Table 3.2. These commands
are related to a 7-link redundant manipulator whose joint configuration, axis nomenclature,
and axis motion are shown in Fig. 3.4 [65]. The axis affected by each command and the di-
rection of rotation are also given. A valid command may be composed of any combination
of an action and an action modification.
3.3.1 Command interpretation
The technique used for FVJC interpretation is similar to the one used for SFMC interpre-
tation. It was assumed that the meaning of a fuzzy action modification command such as
“very little ” or “little ” depends on the immediate past observation or experience of the user.
For example, when the user issued the command “rotate your wrist little right,” the amount
of rotation he observed before issuing this command should be taken into consideration
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Figure 3.4: Arm nomenclature of the 7-link manipulator.
when calculating the actual amount to be rotated.
Once a command is issued, the angle to be rotated is determined using the angle
rotated in response to the previous command as an input. Twelve rules have been used for
fuzzy reasoning. They are shown below:
R1 : If b is ‘very little’ and θ is L then α is V V S
R2 : If b is ‘very little’ and θ isM then α is V S
R3 : If b is ‘very little’ and θ is H then α is S
R4 : If b is ‘little’ and θ is L then α is V S
R5 : If b is ‘little’ and θ isM then α is S
R6 : If b is ‘little’ and θ is H then α isM
R7 : If b is ‘medium’ and θ is L then α is S
R8 : If b is ‘medium’ and θ isM then α isM
R9 : If b is ‘medium’ and θ is H then α is B
R10: If b is ‘far’ and θ is L then α is B
R11: If b is ‘far’ and θ isM then α is V B
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R12: If b is ‘far’ and θ is H then α is V V B
where b is the action modification character variable, θ is the previous angle, and α is the
new angle. Fuzzy labels are defined by
L : Low M : Medium H : High
for θ and
V V S : Very Very Small V S : Very Small S : Small
M : Medium B : Big V B : Very Big
V V B : Very Very Big
for α. The support set of the action modification character variable b is the set of action
modification command components {very little, little, medium, far} shown in Table 3.2
and its membership value is either 1 or 0: i.e., b has singleton membership functions. The
membership functions for b, θ, and α are shown in Fig. 3.5.
The firing strength of the ith rule, βi is computed as
βi = µAMi(b) · µPAi(θ) (3.6)
Here, “·” is the algebraic product. Using Larsen’s product operation rule as the fuzzy
implication function, the ith rule leads to the decision,
µNA′i(α) = βi · µNAi(α) (3.7)
Consequently, the membership function µNA′ of the inferred consequence is given by
µNA′(α) = µNA′1(α) ∨ . . . ∨ µND′12(α) (3.8)
= β1 · µNA1(α) ∨ . . . ∨ β12 · µNA12(α)
To obtain the crisp output value, a defuzzification strategy is required. Using the
well-known Center-of-Area method, the crisp output value of the new angle, α0 is obtained
as follows:
α0 =
∫ +∞
−∞
∑12
i=1 βiαµNAi(α)dα∫ +∞
−∞
∑12
i=1 βiµNAi(α)dα
(3.9)
3.3.2 Applications
An FVJC affects a single joint of a manipulator. In the case of a natural language controlled
manipulator, since there is no way to input numerical values for joint angles, these com-
mands can be used to change the joint angles. However, to use a manipulator dexterously, a
rotation around one axis is not sufficient; instead, complex maneuvers that require rotations
around multiple axes are required. For that, in addition to FVJCs described above, more
complex and information rich posture control commands are required.
However, as discussed in Chapter 6, any complex posture control command can be
decomposed into a set of FVJCs. Therefore, FVJCs play an important role in the process
of learning and the execution of such complex commands.
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Chapter 4
Learning Situations: A Simple Path
Learning Application
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes one of two path learning applications developed by using the coach-
player system presented in Chapter 2.
In general, a situation is a complex entity that is decided by the robot world state
(defined in Section 4.2.1) as well as by the intentions of the user instructing the robot. In
two situations, even if the robot world states are equal, those situations are not identical un-
less the user intentions are the same. The difference in the user intention requires different
actions in those two situations.
However, in certain simple operations, it is safe to ignore the effect of the user in-
tention, if it does not change throughout the operation. In the application described in this
chapter, the effect of the user intention is not considered. In Chapter 5, a more complex ap-
plication is discussed by taking the effect of the changing user intention into consideration.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Learning from fuzzy natural language
instructions is described in Section 4.2. The implementation of the sub-coach is discussed
in Section 4.3, together with the discussion on a decision making process based on a Prob-
abilistic Neural Network (PNN). Section 4.4 presents two experimental results obtained
from the implemented system; one is for the case where the tip of the manipulator moves
in 2D space, whereas the other is for the case where a pick and place motion is performed
in 3D space. The summary of this chapter is described in Section 4.5.
4.2 Learning from Fuzzy Natural Language Instructions
When controlling a robot with natural language, any instruction of the user depends on
the state of the robot world. Here, the robot world includes the robot itself, the working
environment, and the final objective. User evaluates the world state subjectively using his
knowledge and experience, and issues the next instruction that he thinks the most appro-
priate. For example, when controlling a mobile robot to navigate through obstacles, if the
user thinks that the robot might clash with an obstacle ahead if it continues to travel at the
current velocity, he might say “robot, slow down.” Consequently, the robot will reduce the
speed, leading to a change in the world state; thus avoiding the collision.
Therefore, the process of controlling a robot using a series of natural language in-
structions can be thought of as changing the robot world state repetitively until the required
target is achieved [66].
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Figure 4.1: Relationship between robot world states and commands.
4.2.1 Robot world state
Robot world state can be defined using parameters that describe the state of the robot itself
such as velocity, acceleration, etc., as well as parameters that describe its relation with the
environment such as position, distance to obstacles, etc.
When guiding a robot to complete a job in a step-by-step fashion, at each step, the
user has to issue an instruction depending on the current robot world state. Let S be the
complete set of all possible world states and Si be the world state at the ith instance. Then
it follows that,
Si = {x1, x2, ..., xp} (4.1)
Here, x1, x2, ..., xp are the parameters that define the state of the robot world. Thus, a robot
world state is a p dimensional entity and it is a member of a p dimensional state-space. All
these parameters are scalar quantities. Whenever a vector is involved, its components are
used as different parameters. We will come to more concrete definitions once we discuss
the implementation details.
4.2.2 Learning by the sub-coach
Let C be the complete set of all valid instructions and Ci be the user instruction at the ith
instance. Then, we have
Ci = f(Si) (4.2)
Here, f is a subjective function which depends on the knowledge, experience, attitude, etc.
of the user. For example, Ci can be something like “go very little.”
Since the robot world state depends on the values of various continuous parameters,
S will be continuous. Thus, S may contain an infinite number of points. On the contrary,
due to practical limitations, any feasible system will have only a finite number of valid
instructions. Therefore, we can assume that C is discrete and finite. Thus, f is a serjective
function as shown in Fig. 4.1 [67].
The objective of learning by the sub-coach during training is to learn the subjective
function f so that in a later case, it can find the correct instruction corresponding to a world
state not encountered during the training. However, since C contains only a finite number
of elements, this is reduced to a pattern classification problem where the number of classes
is equal to the number of valid instructions. Thus, if the sub-coach can classify an incoming
pattern correctly, it can make correct decisions.
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Theoretically, any element in S can be mapped to any element in C. Since the ele-
ments of S are comprised of an infinite number of continuous values, if the abrupt decision
changes between very close states tend to be frequent, the above classification will fail.
However, the argument for decision making based on classification is further supported
by the approximate nature of human observation and the impreciseness of human judg-
ment discussed in Section 1.4. According to that explanation, for two sufficiently closer
members in the state-space, the user may take similar decisions.
Therefore, although S contains an infinite number of continuous values, frequency
of abrupt decision changes among sufficiently closer states is much smaller than the theo-
retical maximum. Thus, the classification problem becomes less complex.
4.3 Implementation of Sub-coach
4.3.1 Gaining knowledge
From the discussion in Section 4.2.1, the robot-world state for the motions in three dimen-
sional space is defined as,
Si = {sTi } (4.3)
where si is the current position vector of the robot and
sTi = [sxi , syi , szi ] (4.4)
where (sxi , syi , szi) is the x, y, z coordinates of the current position. CommandCi is defined
as
Ci = {Di, di} (4.5)
whereDi is the direction command component and di is the distance command component.
Possible values ofDi and di are shown in Table 3.1. As explained above, to interpret
the fuzzy distance commands, the actual distance traveled in response to the previous com-
mand is used. Let the actual distance traveled in response to Ci be li. Possible fuzzy values
of li are low, medium and high.
As explained in Section 4.2.2, gaining knowledge by the sub-coach means, learning
the subjective function f . For this purpose, a PNN is used.
4.3.2 Decision making
Decision making by the sub-coach was realized using a PNN. The PNN architecture used
in this experiment is a modified version of the conventional PNN architecture. The PNN
was first proposed in [68]. Because of ease of training and a sound statistical foundation in
Bayesian estimation theory, PNN has become an effective tool for solving many classifica-
tion problems [69], [70], [71], [72], [73].
One of the principal advantages of the PNN approach is that it is very much faster
than the well-known back propagation approach, for problems in which the incremental
adaptation time of back propagation is a significant fraction of the total computation time
[68], [74], [75]. More details about PNN are given in A.
According to the explanation given in Section 4.2.2, the decision making process of
the sub-coach is essentially a pattern classification problem. The input for the decision
making algorithm is the robot world state. If we consider the direction decision making
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as an example, each state is associated with a direction decision. Since the number of
direction decisions is finite, selecting the most suitable decision is the same as categorizing
the input state into the correct category. Deciding the most suitable distance and the most
possible previous distance is performed in the same manner.
The PNN architecture used is shown in Fig. 4.2. The summation layer and the deci-
sion layer are composed of three parallel segments since this network is used to find three
different values in parallel. That is, finding the most appropriate direction instruction, (Di),
the most appropriate distance instruction, (di), and the most appropriate actual distance as-
sociated with di, (li) is equivalent to three pattern classifications. These three segments can
be called as segment D, segment d, and segment l. In the figure,
N : number of neurons in the pattern layer, or number of learned states
(number of entries in the knowledgebase);
K : number of neurons in the segmentD of the summation layer, or number
of possible direction decisions;
M : number of neurons in the segment d of the summation layer, or number
of possible distance commands; and
Q : number of neurons in the segment l of the summation layer, or number
of possible distances traveled in response to the previous command.
Assume that Si is the input received by the PNN. The input neurons are merely
distribution units that supply the same input value to all the pattern neurons.
Each neuron in the pattern layer corresponds to a previously learned state. For exam-
ple, the weight vector xj associated with the jth neuron of the pattern layer is composed of
the jth state of the training data set. Each neuron in the pattern layer forms the dot prod-
uct of the input pattern vector Si with its weight vector xj and then performs a nonlinear
operation on the dot product. Thus, the output of the jth neuron is given by,
φj(Si) = exp
{−(Si − xj)T (Si − xj)
2σ2
}
(4.6)
where σ is a smoothing parameter. Although other methods can be employed to determine
σ, in this case, the method proposed by Cain [77] is used due to its simplicity. According
to Cain, σ of any class is proportional to the mean value of the minimum distances among
the training vectors in the class. The proportionality constant is usually in the range of 1.1
and 1.4.
Here, we should observe that the number of neurons in the pattern layer is equal
to the number of training samples. As the training data set becomes larger, the network
size may grow proportionally. Thus, one of the outstanding issues associated with PNN is
determining network size. Various research have been carried out on reducing the number
of neurons in the pattern layer [69], [72], [76]. However, in this paper, this issue has not
been addressed because the number of training samples is of a manageable size, i.e. 55 in
experiment 1 and 60 in experiment 2. On the other hand, it is a topic for a separate research
that is out of the scope of the present work.
Weights that connect the pattern layer and the summation layer are defined as follows:
w
(D)
j,k =
{
1 if Dj = Dk
0 otherwise (4.7)
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Figure 4.2: Probabilistic neural network architecture (PNN).
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where k = 1, 2, ..., K,
w
(d)
j,m =
{
1 if dj = dm
0 otherwise (4.8)
wherem = 1, 2, ...,M , and
w
(l)
j,q =
{
1 if lj = lq
0 otherwise (4.9)
where q = 1, 2, ..., Q.
Each neuron in the pattern layer connects to each neuron in each segment of the
summation layer. For example, w(D)j,k is the weight that connects the jth neuron of the
pattern layer to the kth neuron in the segment D of the summation layer. If the direction
decision Dj associated with the state j is equal to Dk, then w
(D)
j,k is 1; otherwise, it is 0.
Neurons in the summation layer compute the maximum likelihood of Di, di, and li
associated with the state Si being equal to Dk, dm, and lq. It is given by,
PDk(Si) =
∑N
j=1 φj(Si)w
(D)
j,k∑N
j=1w
(D)
j,k
(4.10)
Pdm(Si) =
∑N
j=1 φj(Si)w
(d)
j,m∑N
j=1w
(d)
j,m
(4.11)
Plq(Si) =
∑N
j=1 φj(Si)w
(l)
j,q∑N
j=1w
(l)
j,q
(4.12)
The decision layer classifies the state Si based on the output of all neurons in the
summation layer by using
Dˆ = Dk if PDk(Si) = max{PD1(Si), . . . , PDK (Si)} (4.13)
dˆ = dm if Pdm(Si) = max{Pd1(Si), . . . , PdM (Si)} (4.14)
lˆ = lq if Plq(Si) = max{Pl1(Si), . . . , PlQ(Si)} (4.15)
where Dˆ, dˆ, and lˆ denote the most probable direction command, the most probable distance
command, and the most probable distance traveled in response to the previous command
respectively.
Here, lˆ needs further explanation. The most probable distance command dˆ is decided
using the distance command associated with previous states in a small neighborhood of the
current state. However, the meanings of these fuzzy commands are context dependent; i.e.,
they depend on the corresponding previous distances traveled. Consequently, the command
estimated based on past data is valid only for a certain context. lˆ is the context, i.e. the
immediate previous distance for which the command dˆ is valid.
To deduce the correct distance command (di) from these values, the algorithm shown
in Fig. 4.3 is used. It can be explained as below.
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IF dˆ = very little THEN di = very little
ELSE IF dˆ = little THEN
IF lˆ = L THEN
IF li = L THEN di = little
ELSE di = very little
ELSE IF lˆ =M THEN
IF li = L or M THEN di = little
ELSE di = very little
ELSE IF lˆ = H THEN di = little
ELSE IF dˆ = medium THEN
IF lˆ = L THEN
IF li = L THEN di = medium
ELSE li = little
ELSE IF lˆ =M
IF li = L or M THEN di = medium
ELSE di = little
ELSE IF lˆ = H THEN di = medium
ELSE IF dˆ = far
IF lˆ = L THEN
IF li = L THEN di = far
ELSE di = medium
ELSE IF lˆ =M
IF li = L or M THEN di = far
ELSE di = medium
ELSE IF lˆ = H THEN di = far
Figure 4.3: Algorithm to deduce di from dˆ.
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Assume that dˆ and lˆ aremedium and L respectively. As explained above, these are the
distance command and the actual distance traveled in response to the previous command
corresponding to a small neighborhood. In other words, for the neighborhood, the distance
command had been “medium” in the context in which the distance traveled in response
to the previous command was L. User had issued that instruction after observing that the
actual distance traveled in response to the previous instruction was low. Assume that, after
interpreting this instruction, the robot had traveled 25 mm.
For the current state, the sub-coach also needs to issue a similar instruction. Whatever
the distance instruction, its interpreted crisp value should be less than 25 mm because
beyond that point, the sub-coach doesn’t know whether there are any obstacles or not. On
the other hand, it should instruct the robot to travel the maximum possible distance to
ensure the highest efficiency. Thus, if li is low, then the sub-coach can issue “medium” as
the next instruction. However, if li is medium or high, then it has to issue “little,” because
otherwise, the interpreted crisp distance will be more than 25 mm.
As explained above, the direction decisions made by the sub-coach are non-fuzzy.
They are, up, down, right, left, forward, and backward. Assuming that the conditions which
influence the direction decision are the same for all the members in a small neighborhood,
the sub-coach can use Dˆ as the actual direction command (Di) suitable for the current state.
4.4 Experiments
Two experiments were conducted to demonstrate the proposed concept. In the first exper-
iment, the objective was to move the tip or the end effector of a manipulator in 2D space
from any point to a target point on a table avoiding obstacles. In the second experiment,
the objective was to perform a set of pick and place operations that involve motions in 3D
space.
For both experiments, the experimental that was used is shown in Fig. 4.4. It con-
sisted of a microphone, a personal computer, a PA-10 portable general purpose intelligent
arm and the arm controller. The speech recognition software, the sub-coach program and
the operational control program of PA-10 were hosted in the personal computer whose
operating system was Windows XP. The speech recognition was performed using IBM
ViaVoice SDK.
The flowchart shown in Fig. 4.5 shows the operation of the sub-coach, where Si is the
current state for which a decision is required and Ci is the suitable command corresponding
to the state Si.
4.4.1 Experiment 1: 2D motion
A view of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.6. In this experiment, first, the training
data were collected and the PNN was trained. Then, the trained PNN was used by the
sub-coach for decision making.
Four training movements were set so as to cover different areas of the working space
of the robot. They are shown in Fig. 4.7, where at each point marked with a circle, the user
has taken a direction decision and a distance decision. Si, Ci and li at those positions were
used as the training data samples. A portion of the training data is shown in Table 4.1. Note
here that altogether 55 samples were used for the training.
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Figure 4.4: The experimental setup.
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Figure 4.6: View of the experimental setup in experiment 1.
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Figure 4.7: Training movements performed by the human user (coach) in experiment 1.
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Table 4.1: Training data for PNN in experiment 1.
i State (Si) Ci li
sxi syi szi txi tyi tzi Di di
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
5 531.70 −120.12 552.34 597.97 −292.00 552.30 Fo L M
6 545.36 −120.41 552.83 597.97 −292.00 552.30 R M H
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
13 550.63 −298.29 552.63 597.97 −292.00 552.30 Fo M Lo
14 569.13 −302.47 552.66 597.97 −292.00 552.30 Fo L M
15 417.99 −230.91 552.27 597.96 −290.96 552.31 R F H
16 418.07 −322.07 552.32 597.96 −290.96 552.31 R L H
17 418.09 −342.08 552.40 597.96 −290.96 552.31 Fo F H
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
55 606.35 −305.18 552.76 597.95 −290.98 552.35 B VL Lo
Ci: Coach’s Command
li: Actual distance traveled in response to Ci
Fo: Forward, R: Right, B: Backward,
L: Little, M: Medium, F: Far, VL: Very Little
H: High, Lo: Low
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Once the training was completed, some test movements were performed with the
sub-coach controlling the robot. Three of such test movements are shown in Fig. 4.8.
The broken lines indicate all the guided training movements performed by the human
user. The knowledgebase was built using these movements. Solid lines indicate the test
movement. At places marked with circles, the sub-coach took a direction decision and a
distance decision. It was observed that the sub-coach alone could guide the robot arm tip to
come very closer to the final target. To reach the exact target point, more finer movements
were necessary and the knowledge of the sub-coach was not sufficient for that. Therefore,
to perform such finer movements, consultation of the human user is needed.
4.4.2 Experiment 2: 3D motion
A view of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.9. In this experiment, the training of
the PNN was performed online. The objective was to pick the objects from an object table
and to place them in a bin located away from the object table.
Two object moving motions are shown in the Fig. 4.10. In this experiment, the co-
ordinates of the objects with reference to the object table were assumed to be known in
advance by some other means. For example, object coordinates on the table could be cal-
culated using an image taken from a camera placed above the table. Therefore, in this
experiment what is learned is the path from the table to the bin avoiding surrounding ob-
stacles.
During the on-line training, objects placed in different places of the table were moved
to the bin. At the points marked with circles in the Fig. 4.10, decisions were made. First,
the sub-coach made the decision and if it is correct according to the human evaluation, it
was executed; otherwise, the human user issued the correct instruction.
Figure 4.11 shows the total number of incorrect decisions made by the sub-coach vs.
the total number of decisions made during 9 pick and place movements. Once the sub-
coach made an incorrect decision, the knowledgebase of the sub-coach was updated using
the correct human user command. Thus, the number of incorrect decisions was equivalent
to the number of training samples for the PNN.
From Fig. 4.11, it can be observed that initially the number of errors is high due
to lack of knowledge. As the knowledgebase grows, the growth of accumulated error is
reduced and finally saturated. Observe that after about 60 training samples, the learning
was converged for this particular task.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a special case of situation learning was discussed and a path learning appli-
cation that demonstrates the concept was presented.
Two experiments were conducted using a PA-10 redundant manipulator. In the first
experiment, the sub-coach was trained with training movements covering different areas of
a table in 2D space where some obstacles were placed. A training movement was to move
the arm-tip of the robot from a point located far away to a target point. In doing so, the user
instructed the robot to move its tip little by little avoiding obstacles. At each step, the user
took two decisions, i.e. direction to move and distance to move. From those decisions, the
sub-coach built its knowledgebase.
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Figure 4.8: Some test movements in experiment 1.
Figure 4.9: View of the experimental setup in experiment 2.
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Figure 4.11: Convergence of learning in experiment 2.
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After the training, test movements were made. During the test movements, all the
direction and distance decisions were performed by the sub-coach without any intervention
of a human. It was observed that the sub-coach alone was able to guide the robot arm-tip to
come very closer to the final target avoiding obstacles successfully. For finer movements,
the human user intervention was necessary.
In the second experiment, it was required to move the tip or the end effector of the
manipulator in 3D space. The objective was to pick the objects from an object table and
place them in a bin located away from the object table. In doing so, the user instructed the
robot to move its tip from a position in the table to the bin avoiding obstacles. At each step,
the sub-coach took two decisions, i.e. direction to move and distance to move, and these
decisions were evaluated by the human user. If the decision was correct, it was executed,
whereas if it was incorrect, the correct decision was issued by the human; thus improving
the knowledge of the sub-coach. It was observed that after about 60 training samples, the
learning was converged for this particular task.
Thus, we can see that it is possible to hand over coarse tasks to the sub-coach while
finer tasks are performed by the human user, in a sophisticated environment. For example,
in [30] and [78], the authors presented a natural language controlled robotic manipulator
which can be used to perform an assembly task. However, since the learning was not
incorporated in their work, user needed to issue similar instructions repetitively during an
assembling task. Moreover, when performing multiple assembling tasks of similar nature,
similar command sequences were needed to be repeated. Using the method presented in
this chapter, this kind of redundancy can be avoided effectively reducing the burden of an
operating user. On the other hand, a user may operate more than one robot at the same
time, just monitoring and helping them as needed.
In this chapter, the effect of user intention was not considered during learning. There-
fore, this method is suitable only for simple applications in which user intention remains
unchanged. In the next chapter, we will discuss about the general case of situation learning
considering user intention as well.
Chapter 5
Learning Situations: A Complex Path
Learning Application
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have considered learning situation for a special case where the
user intention is not changed throughout the operation. However, it should be noted that
such a case is not true for a more general case when complex path learning is considered.
That is, in a general case, the user’s command is affected by his intention, so that the fuzzy
natural language commands uttered by the user should include the user intention, besides
the information on the world state of the robot. Thus, this chapter presents the general case
of situation learning [79], considering the user intention.
Learning from fuzzy natural language instructions is described for general case in
Section 5.2. The neural network architecture designed for learning is presented in Sec-
tion 5.3. The implementation of the sub-coach is discussed in Section 5.4, and for the
present decision making process, a neural network architecture is proposed to generate suit-
able direction and distance commands. An experimental result is presented in Section 5.5.
The summary of this chapter is described in Section 5.6.
5.2 Learning from Fuzzy Natural Language Instructions (General Case)
When controlling a robot with voice commands, the user instruction depends on
1. the present state of the robot world, and
2. the current intention of the user.
Here the definition of the robot world state is similar to what was presented in Sec-
tion 4.2.1. It includes the robot itself and the working environment. The current intention
of the user may include the global objective, i.e. the final target to be achieved as well as
local objectives such as avoiding obstacles etc.
At any step, by observing and evaluating the robot world state subjectively using his
knowledge and experience, the user issues the next instruction to the robot. In addition to
the judgment about the world state, this instruction is affected by his intention at that point
in time.
For example, when controlling a mobile robot to navigate through obstacles, if the
user thinks that the robot might clash with an obstacle ahead if it continues to travel at the
current velocity, he might say “robot, slow down.” This instruction is generated as a result
of the user’s observation for the velocity of the robot and the obstacle positions as well as
the user’s intention to avoid a collision. Here, the user intention is a local objective, i.e.
avoiding an obstacle.
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Consider another example of guiding a robot through a maze to a target location.
At a junction, the user may command “turn to right.” This instruction is a result of the
observation of the locality and the nature of the junction as well as the intention of guiding
the robot towards the target location. In this case, the user’s intention is the same as the
global objective of reaching the target.
In any of these cases, as the result of the instruction the world state will be changed
to a better (according to user judgment) state. Thus, the process of controlling a robot using
a series of voice commands can be seen as changing the robot world state repetitively until
the required target is achieved.
5.2.1 Robot world state
As stated above, the definition of the robot world state was given in the previous chapter
in Section 4.2.1. Let S be the complete set of all possible world states and Si be the world
state at the ith instance. Then it follows that,
Si = {x1, x2, ..., xa} (5.1)
where, x1, x2, ..., xa are the parameters that define the state of the robot world.
5.2.2 Learning by the sub-coach
Let C be the complete set of all valid commands understood by the robot and Ci be the user
command at the ith instance. In addition to Si, this command depends on the user intention
Ii at the ith instance as well. Then it follows that,
Ci = f(Si, Ii) (5.2)
Similar to the explanation given in Section 4.2.2, the subjective function f depends
on the knowledge, experience, attitude, etc. of the user. On the other hand, C is discrete
and finite.
Ii is a subjective parameter which is generally difficult to quantify numerically. How-
ever, depending on the application, it is possible to use an approximation to reflect the user
intention as correctly as possible. In Section 5.4 we will discuss one possible measure for
the user intention.
The objective of learning is to learn the subjective function f so that in a later case, the
robot can find the correct command corresponding to a world state that was not encountered
during the training. However, since C contains only a finite number of elements, this
problem is reduced to a pattern classification problem where the number of classes is equal
to the number of valid commands. Thus, if the decision making process can classify an
incoming pattern (a world state) correctly, it is possible to make correct decisions.
Although finding a suitable command for an arbitrary world state can be considered
as a classification problem, it is different from an ordinary pattern classification problem
due to the effect of the subjective parameter Ii. From Eq. (5.2) we can see that it is not
possible to understand the process of command generation correctly only by observing
robot world state Si. The reason is, for identical world states encountered at two instances,
the user may issue different instructions if his intentions are not the same at those two
instances. If we think in the pattern classification view point, this is the same as classifying
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similar objects into different classes depending on a subjective decision taken at the time
of classification. Omitting Ii would lead to serious limitations of the learning mechanism,
as in Jayawardena et al. [50] in which the scalability of the learning mechanism was quite
restricted.
Therefore, for learning we have designed a new kind of a neural network which can
take both the current state as well as the current intention as the inputs. The details will be
discussed in Section 5.3.
Theoretically, any element in S can be mapped to any element in C. Since the ele-
ments of S are comprised of an infinite number of continuous values, if the abrupt decision
changes between very close states tend to be frequent, the above classification will fail.
However, as explained in Section 4.2.2, the impreciseness of human observation justifies
the decision making based on classification.
5.3 Neural Network Architecture
5.3.1 Design stratergy
A new kind of neural network architecture was developed for learning from approximate
human decisions. The design of this network was based on the discussion in Sections 1.4
and 5.2. The ideas presented in those sections are summarized in the following assump-
tions:
1. Assumption 1: User decision at any moment depends on the robot world state and the
user intention.
2. Assumption 2: For approximately equal world states, the user may take similar deci-
sions if the user intentions are also approximately equal.
The neural network shown in Fig. 5.1 was developed based on the above assumptions.
It is a kind of a PNN. Conventionally, PNNs are used for classification problems. They
consist of four layers; namely, input, pattern, summation, and decision layers. When an
input is presented, the pattern layer computes distances from the input vector to the training
input vectors, and produces a vector whose elements indicate how close the input is to a
training input. The summation layer sums these contributions for each class of inputs to
produce as its net output a vector of probabilities. Finally, a competing transfer function on
the output of the decision layer picks the maximum of these probabilities, and produces a
1 for that class and a 0 for the other classes. More details on the conventional PNN is given
in Appendix A.
The network presented in this chapter is based on the conventional PNN concept;
however, it has been modified to suite learning from natural language commands. Con-
ventionally, a PNN takes an input pattern and classifies it into a class. However, in the
presented case, the network has to take the current world state as the input and has to pro-
vide the most suitable command for the current state. This is similar to a classification
problem, if the current world state is viewed as the input pattern and the output command
is viewed as the class.
However, there are also some differences between them. The classification of the in-
put pattern needs to be performed taking the value of the subjective parameter intention (I)
into consideration. Depending on the user intention, the same robot world state may lead to
different possible actions or commands in different occasions. Therefore, this process can
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Figure 5.1: Neural network architecture.
be viewed as a subjective pattern classification. The effect of the subjective parameter I has
been introduced to the network by modifying input and pattern layers of the conventional
PNN architecture. In Fig. 5.1, layers A and B are the modified input and pattern layers.
Another difference between the conventional PNN and the presented architectures
is in the summation and decision layers. In Fig. 5.1, layers E and F are the modified
summation and decision layers. Usually, natural language commands consist of multiple
parts. For example, in the experiment presented in this chapter, there are two components in
a command: an action component and an action modification component. For a particular
robot world state, the network should output all components of a command. Therefore,
our network architecture consists of multiple sections in summation and decision layers to
output required command components.
The details of the architecture and the function of each layer will be discussed in the
Section 5.3.2.
5.3.2 Network architecture
In what follows, we explain each layer one by one. Note that we use O(x),y to denote the
output of the yth neuron in the xth layer.
5.3.2.1 Layer A Layer A is a linear input layer, so that the input Si and Ii are passed
directly to the next layer B.
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5.3.2.2 Layer B Layer B has two sections. Upper section consists of P number of
neurons where P is the number of previously encountered states or the number os training
samples in the knowledgebase. The number of neurons Q in the below section is equal to
the number of different intentions previously encountered. The set of all known states is
{S1, ..., Sp, ...SP}, whereas the set of all known intentions is {I1, ...Iq, ..., IQ}.
The output of the pth neuron, O(B),p is a measure of the closeness of the current state
Si to each of the previously learned states S1, ..., Sp, ...SP , described by
O(B),p = exp
{−(Si − Sp)T (Si − Sp)
2σ2
}
(5.3)
where σ is a smoothing parameter. Although any method can be employed to determine
σ, here we have used the one proposed by Cain [77] due to its simplicity. According to
Cain, σ of any class is proportional to the mean value of the minimum distances among the
training vectors in the class. The proportionality constant is usually in the range of 1.1 and
1.4, as used in the previous chapter.
The output of the qth neuron, O(B),q is a measure of the closeness of the current
intention Ii to each of the previously encountered user intentions I1, ..., Iq, ...IQ, given by
O(B),q = exp
{−(Ii − Iq)T (Ii − Iq)
2
}
(5.4)
5.3.2.3 Layer C The upper section of the layer C has the same number of neurons as
the upper section of the layer B, i.e. P . This layer just passes the output of the layer B to
the layer D. Therefore,
O(C),p = O(B),p (5.5)
Neurons in the upper section of layer B and the neurons in the below section of layer C are
fully connected. The connection weights wbp,q are defined as follows:
wbp,q =
{
1 if Ip = Iq
0 otherwise (5.6)
where Ip is the intention associated with the previously learned state Sp. Let the weight
matrix beW bp,q.
The number of neurons in the below sections of layers B and C are equal and they
are connected in one-to-one fashion. The output of the layer C in the below section is given
by:
O(C),q = O(B),q ∗
P∑
p=1
O(B),p ∗ wbp,q (5.7)
5.3.2.4 Layer D The number of neurons in the upper sections of layers B, C, and D
are equal and they are connected in one-to-one fashion. The weight matrix W cq,p for the
weights connected between the below section of layer C and the layer D are given by:
W cq,p = W
bT
p,q (5.8)
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The output of the layer D is given by:
O(D),p = O(C),p ∗
Q∑
q=1
O(C),q ∗ wcq,p (5.9)
5.3.2.5 Layer E This layer may have multiple sections. The number of sections is equal
to the number of components in a command. The number of neurons in a section is equal to
the number of possible values of the corresponding command component. Figuer 5.1 shows
the first and the last sections corresponding to first and last(orHth) command components.
The first command component can have any value out of {u(1)1 , ..., u(1)m , ..., u(1)M } and the last
Hth command component can have any value out of {u(H)1 , ..., v(H)n , ..., v(H)N }.
The output of the first section of layer E is given by:
O(E),m =
∑P
p=1O(D),p ∗ wdu
(1)
p,m∑P
p=1w
du(1)
p,m
(5.10)
wdu
(1)
p,m is defined as follows:
wdu
(1)
p,m =
{
1 if u(1)m = u
(1)
p
0 otherwise
(5.11)
where u(1)p is value of the first command component associated with the state Sp in the
knowledgebase.
The output of the Hth section of layer E is given by:
O(E),n =
∑P
p=1O(D),p ∗ wdu
(H)
p,n∑P
p=1w
du(H)
p,n
(5.12)
wdu
(H)
p,n is defined as follows:
wdu
(H)
p,n =
{
1 if u(H)n = u
(H)
p
0 otherwise
(5.13)
where u(H)p is the value of the Hthe command component associated with the state Sp in
the knowledgebase.
BothO(E),m andO(E),n are probability values that give the likelihood of decision u
(1)
m
and u(H)n to be suitable for state Si when the intention is Ii.
5.3.2.6 Layer F This is the decision layer that predicts the most suitable decision
considering the probability values of the previous layer. The value of the 1st command
component given is given by
uˆ
(1)
i = u
(1)
m if O(E),m = max{O(E),1, . . . , O(E),M} (5.14)
The value of the Hth command component is given by
uˆ
(H)
i = u
(H)
n if O(E),n = max{O(E),1, . . . , O(E),N} (5.15)
These values are used to find an approximate command which suites the current
world state.
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Table 5.1: Motion commands.
Action Direction ui Distance vi
up
go down very little
move left little
run right medium
proceed forward far
backward
5.4 Implementation of the Sub-coach
5.4.1 Knowledge acquisition
From the discussion in Section 5.2, the robot-world state for the motions in 3-D space is
defined as,
Si = {sTi } (5.16)
where si is the current tip position vector of the robot described by
sTi = [sxi , syi , szi ] (5.17)
where (sxi , syi , szi) is the x, y, z coordinates of the current tip position.
In Section 5.2, it was pointed out that user intention Ii is a subjective parameter and
it is difficult to numerically quantify. However, depending on the application, it may be
possible to find a suitable approximation to represent the user intention.
In this application, the target is to pick and place objects in one of three bins. There-
fore, whenever an instruction is issued to the robot, the user intends to move the object
at the manipulator gripper to a particular bin. In other words, throughout any pick and
place motion, the user has a global intention (see Section 5.2) of moving the manipulator
tip towards a particular bin. Therefore, for this path learning application, we can take the
positions of the bins as possible user intentions. Therefore, Ii is defined as,
Ii = {iTi } (5.18)
where ii is the position of the bin towards which the current pick and place motion is
directed. Note here that,
iTi = [ixi , iyi , izi ] (5.19)
where (ixi , iyi , izi) is the x, y, z coordinates of the position of the bin.
Command Ci is defined as
Ci = {ui, vi} (5.20)
where ui is the direction command component and vi is the distance command component.
Possible values of ui and vi are shown in Table 5.1.
As explained in Section 5.2, knowledge acquisition by the robot is the same as learn-
ing the function f . For this purpose, the neural network architecture presented in Sec-
tion 5.3.2 is used.
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Table 5.2: Gripper control commands.
open
unfold
unlock
unlatch the gripper
close
fold
lock
latch
Table 5.3: Wrist rotation commands.
a little
rotate a very little
spin about 30o clockwise
revolve the wrist about 45o
about 60o
about 90o anti-
exactly 45o clockwise
exactly 90o
5.5 Experiment
This experiment was performed using a PA-10 redundant manipulator. The overview of the
experiment is as follows.
Objects belong to 3 different categories (cubes, cylinders, and prisms) are placed on
a table. The task of the robot is to pick and place them in 3 separate bins, one per each
object category. The bins are placed at 3 different positions and there are some obstacles
surrounding the table so that the manipulator should avoid them when reaching the bins.
The objective of the experiment is to learn the paths from the object table to each bin while
the user instructs the robot. After some pick and place operations are performed with the
help of the user, the robot can move the objects from the table to the bins without user
intervention.
The conversational interface is based on the IBM ViaVoice SDK. It is necessary to
perform three tasks in a pick and place operation. They are, to manipulate the gripper
tool, to rotate the wrist in clockwise and anticlockwise directions, and to traverse the end-
effector in the three dimensional space. The vocabulary words shown in Table 5.2 are used
to manipulate the gripper tool. The commands shown in Table 5.3 are dealing with the
rotational motion of the wrist joint of the manipulator. The vocabulary words used to move
the end-effector in 3-D space are given in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.2 shows some of the pick and place operations performed. Paths traversed
by the tip of the manipulator from the object positions on the table to the bins 1, 2, and 3
are indicated with dotted, dashed, and solid lines respectively.
At each point marked with a circle, the robot has decided the direction to move and
the distance to move. Then, that decision was checked by the user before the execution. If
correct, it was allowed to be executed. Otherwise, it was overridden by a user instruction.
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Figure 5.2: Some sample training movements.
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Figure 5.3: Convergence of learning.
Figure 5.3 shows the total number of incorrect decisions made by the robot vs. the
total number of decisions made during 27 pick and place operations; 9 for each object
category. Once the robot makes an incorrect decision, the knowledgebase was updated
with the correct user instruction. Thus, the number of incorrect decisions is equal to the
number of training samples for the neural network.
The portion of the graph marked as ‘Target 1’ corresponds to the data gathered during
the movements from the table to the bin 1. We can observe that initially the number of errors
is high due to lack of knowledge. As the knowledgebase grows, the growth of accumulated
error is reduced and finally saturated. Next, as the robot starts to reach the bin 2 (marked as
‘Target 2’ in the graph), again error rate rises due to lack of knowledge about the path to the
bin 2. Once enough knowledge has been gained, accumulated error is saturated. Learning
the path to the bin 3 also follows the same pattern. In Fig. 5.3 we can observe that the
training steps that are required to learn the paths to the bins 1, 2, and 3 are different. This is
due to the difference of the complexities of the respective paths. A portion of the training
data collected during the on-line training is shown in Table 5.4.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, general case of learning situation was discussed considering the user inten-
tion.
In the experiment, the working space consisted of an object table, 3 bins and obsta-
cles. The objective was to pick the objects belong to 3 categories from the object table and
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Table 5.4: Training data for the neural network.
i State (Si) Intention (Ii) Ci
sxi syi szi ixi iyi izi ui vi
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
17 +49.53 −430.94 +827.14 −194.00 −446.00 +786.00 B Me
18 −115.35 −430.91 +826.85 −194.00 −446.00 +786.00 B Li
19 −138.87 −430.91 +826.92 −194.00 −446.00 +786.00 D Li
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
104 +348.02 −177.64 +800.35 −622.00 −150.00 +474.00 L Fa
105 +480.50 +145.11 +675.58 −622.00 −150.00 +474.00 U Fa
106 +445.33 −200.73 +853.79 −622.00 −150.00 +474.00 L Me
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
142 +348.02 −177.64 +800.35 −622.00 −150.00 +474.00 L Fa
143 +480.50 +145.11 +675.58 −622.00 −150.00 +474.00 U Fa
144 +445.33 −200.73 +853.79 −622.00 −150.00 +474.00 L Me
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
B: Backward, D: Down, L: Left, U: Up, Me: Medium, Fa: Far, Li: Little
to place them in 3 separate bins avoiding surrounding obstacles. In doing so, the user in-
structed the robot to move its tip from object positions on the table to the bins. At each step,
the robot took a decision that contained two components, i.e. the direction to move and the
distance to move, and this decision was evaluated by the human user. If the decision was
correct, it was executed, whereas if it was incorrect, the correct decision was issued by the
human; thus improving the knowledge of the robot by on-line training the neural network.
It was observed that after about 146 training samples, the learning was converged for
this particular task. After that, the robot was able to pick any object placed anywhere on
the table and to place it in the correct bin.
Thus, it is found that the robot can perform certain tasks autonomously by requiring
human intervention only when it is required. This can largely reduce the burden of a user
who operates a robot with voice instructions. On the other hand, a user can operate more
than one robot at the same time, just monitoring and helping them as needed.
Chapter 6
Learning Actions: Posture Control of
a Manipulator
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss about learning actions based on the coach-player system. The
idea is demonstrated by an experiment conducted using a manipulator with seven degrees-
of-freedom. In 3-D space, a manipulator with seven or more joints is considered as a
redundant manipulator because six degrees-of-freedom are sufficient to position and ori-
ent the end effector in any desired configuration [80]. Therefore, the manipulators with
seven degrees-of-freedom can be effectively used in performing actions that need complex
configurations or postures. Due to its high degrees-of-freedom, any arbitrary point can
be reached with multiple joint configurations. Avoiding singularities in its workspace is
another property of this kind of redundant manipulator.
In the framework of conventional robot control, in order to achieve the final control
objective, it needs to control joint angles and joint velocities of a robot using the joint input
torques. However, in a human-friendly robotic system in which voice instructions are used,
these inputs cannot be generated by human. Instead, to change the posture of a manipulator,
a human user might say, “turn to right,” “bend your elbow little,” “bend to left a little and
turn your tip downwards,” etc.
In the application presented in this chapter, a manipulator can be controlled with
fuzzy-voice instructions to pick an object placed at any desired position in its 3-D working
space and to place it in a bucket. The most efficient way to do this is,
1. to command the manipulator so as to change to a more convenient posture to reach
the object (i.e. the gripper or the tip of the manipulator is within the closer range of
the object) and then,
2. to command the manipulator to adjust the position of the gripper to reach the exact
target object from that convenient posture.
To perform this efficiently, step (1) above should be carried out by a single complex
fuzzy-voice posture command (CFPC). Step (2) can be realized by commands that control
the tip position deviation or simple motion commands. For the step (1), any desired com-
mand either known or unknown to the robot at the moment may be used. No restrictions
are imposed on command choices.
In this discussion we refer to three types of commands. They are, simple fuzzy
motion commands (SFMCs), fuzzy-voice joint commands (FVJCs), and CFPCs. SFMCs
and FVJCs were defined in Chapter 3 and CFPCs are concretely defined in Section 6.2.
The proposed concept is implemented using a PA-10 redundant manipulator.
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In the following Section 6.2, CFPCs and some supplementary commands are in-
troduced to facilitate some mandatory actions. In Section 6.3, the implementation of the
proposed system is explained in detail, and several results are presented in Section 6.4.
Finally, the summary of this chapter is described in Section 6.5.
6.2 Complex Fuzzy-Voice Posture Commands (CFPCs)
These commands affect more than one joint resulting in complex maneuvering of the ma-
nipulator. It is assumed that any complex CFPC can be decomposed into a set of FVJCs.
Therefore, if the ability to understand and execute FVJC is built in, CFPCs can be learned
by the sub-coach. Learning algorithms are explained in Section 6.3.1.
Out of above three types of commands, only FVJCs and SFMCs are built in. CF-
PCs are learned from instructions of the user. In addition to these, few supplementary
commands were also built in to facilitate some of the mandatory actions. They are:
1. Turn the gripper forward;
2. Turn the gripper backward;
3. Turn the gripper down;
4. Turn the gripper up;
5. Open the gripper; and
6. Close the gripper.
Commands 1 to 4 are non-fuzzy commands that turn the gripper exactly towards the
requested directions by rotating around W1 axis. It is possible to bring the gripper to any
orientation, without using the commands 1 to 4, using FVJCs. However, these were built in
to the system in order to improve the efficiency because they occur frequently in pick and
place operations.
6.3 Implementation
All the FVJCs shown in Table 3.2 are built in: i.e. sub-coach can identify any FVJC
and can perform the fuzzy interpretation. The details of FVJC interpretation is given in
Section 3.3.1. In addition, all the supplementary commands discussed in Section 6.2 are
also built in.
Since the user is free to issue any command to the robot without restricting himself
to the above two types of built in commands, analyzing the user command is the first step
before execution. Depending on the structure of the user command, the exact treatment
may be different. Details on commands analysis and different execution procedures are
presented in Section 6.3.1.
6.3.1 Command execution and learning
User commands issued to control the posture can be analyzed in different cases depending
on their complexity and nature. They are as follows:
• Case 1: command is already in the FVJC knowledge base;
• Case 2: command is a new CFPC, i.e. not available in the knowledge base ;
• Case 3: command is a previously learned CFPC, i.e. available in the knowledge base;
• Case 4: command can be decomposed into two or more commands in the knowledge
base, i.e. a composite command;
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• Case 5: command is not in the CFPC knowledge base; but a command similar in
meaning is found; and
• Case 6: user command can be derived from a previously learned CFPC in the knowl-
edge base.
Once a command is issued it is categorized with the algorithm in Fig. 6.1 in order to
determine to which case it belongs. In the algorithm in Fig. 6.1, note that
usrcmd : Command issued by the user;
SearchJ() : Search FVJC knowledge base;
JCKB : FVJC knowledge base;
J : Set of built in FVJCs. J = {j1, ..., ji, ..., jn}
where ji is any built in FVJC;
ExecuteJ() : Execute an FVJC;
SearchC() : Search CFPC knowledge base;
CCKB : CFPC knowledge base;
C : Set of learned CFPCs. C = {c1, ..., ck, ..., cr}
where ck is any learned CFPC;
ExecuteC() : Execute a CFPC;
SimilarCmd() : Search whether a similar command (defined in Section 6.3.1.4)
is found in CCKB;
Composite() : Check whether usrcmd is a composite command;
v : Vector of individual commands inside the composite command;
w : Vector of commands found in the knowledge base
out of the commands inside v;
v′ : Vector of unknown individual commands inside v;
FindComp() : Search the elements of v in knowledge bases;
ExecuteComp() : Execute a composite command;
CloseCmd() : Search whether a close command (defined in Section 6.3.1.5)
is found in CCKB;
DeriveCmd() : Derive a command similar to usrcmd;
d : Derived command;
ExecuteDer() : Execute a derived command;
LearnNew() : Learn a new CFPC;
ExecuteNew() : Execute the new command learned.
Treatments of these different cases are explained in detail below.
6.3.1.1 Case 1: User command is an FVJC This is the simplest case. Since all FVJCs
are built in, the user command can be directly interpreted. The crisp value of the joint angle
to be rotated is determined and it is sent to the motion controller for execution. Treatment
for case 1 is shown in the algorithm in Fig. 6.2, where DEFUZZ() denotes the fuzzy
interpretation which was explained in Section 3.3. uinput is the crisp joint angle.
6.3.1.2 Case 2: User command is a completely new CFPC Algorithm for learning a
completely new CFPC is shown in Fig. 6.3. Since the command is not in the knowledge
base, the sub-coach consults the user. Then, instead of the CFPC, the user has to issue
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START
Get the ser command
usrcmd
Then
Else
ijusrcmdSearchJ →)( JCKB
kcusrcmdSearchC →)( CCKB
Then
Else
case 3
case 1
)( ijExecuteJ
)( kcExecuteC
v→)(usrcmdComposite
Jusrcmd ∈ If
Cusrcmd ∈ If
CCKBkcusrcmdSimilarCmd →)(
Then
Else
case 5
)( kcExecuteCnullck ≠ If
kcusrcmdCloseCmd →)(
dcusrcmdDeriveCmd k →),( )(dExecuteDer
case 2
)( newcExecuteNewnewcusrcmdLearnNew →)(
Then
Else
case 6
nullck ≠ If
CCKB
Then
case 4
vwv ′→ ,)(FindComp )(wpExecuteCom
JCKB CCKB
Then
0 If =′vcommand composite
 a is  If usrcmd
Else
Figure 6.1: Algorithm for categorizing the user command.
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inputuinputDEFUZZ →)(
Motion Controller
Manipulator
inputu
usrcmdinput =
Figure 6.2: Algorithm for command execution: Case 1.
SC consults the user
SC starts learning
Y
N
User issues a command 
where Jji ∈
ijinput =
Interpret               input
User satisfied ?
P ≈ S
usrcmd is not in 
knowledge bases
Motion Controller
Manipulator
inputuinputDEFUZZ →)(
inputu
ij
STOP
usrcmdCC +=
SC stops learning
Figure 6.3: Algorithm for command execution: Case 2.
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Table 6.1: A portion of the CFPC knowledge base.
CFPC Joint angle vector FVJC Check bits
(s1 s2 s3 e1 e2 w1 w2) sequence LR FB M
...
...
...
...
...
...
turn far left 0.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 S1 MF, 1 0 1
S1 FF,
S1 MF
bend towards 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.88 0.00 1.39 0.00 S2 VB, 0 1 1
medium forward E1 LF,
E1 MF,
E1 MF,
E1 MF,
W1 MF,
W1 FF,
W1 FF,
W1 MF
move your tip 0.00 −0.11 0.00 −0.25 0.00 −0.20 0.00 E1 LB, 0 1 0
towards upper back S2 VB,
S2 VB,
E1 VB,
E1 VB,
W1 VB,
W1 LB
...
...
...
...
...
...
a series of FVJCs until the manipulator comes to the posture mentioned by the CFPC. In
Fig. 6.3, P denotes the final state of the manipulator that user visualized and S is the user’s
perception of the current state of the manipulator.
In the process of learning, the sub-coach learns
• the CFPC;
• joint angles representing the posture mentioned by the CFPC; and
• the FVJC sequence equivalent to the CFPC (EFS: equivalent FVJC sequence).
A portion of the CFPC knowledge base is shown in Table 6.1 as an example. Joint
angle vector is composed of the joint angle values obtained when the manipulator is in the
posture referred by the CFPC. s1, s2, s3, e1, e2, w1, and w2 are the angles of rotations
around the axes S1, S2, S3, E1, E2,W1, andW2 respectively (See Fig. 3.4).
Check bits are calculated after the command is learned and they are used for the
interpretation of case 6 commands. The calculation and the usage of LR, FB, and M check
bits are explained in Section 6.3.1.6 in which case 6 commands are discussed.
In the table, FVJC abbreviations are of the format XX YZ, where XX represents axis
names S1, S2, S3, E1, E2, W1, and W2; Y represents magnitudes very little (V), little (L),
medium (M), and far (F); and Z represents directions forward (F), backward (B), left (L),
and right (R). For example, S1 MF means, “rotate your shoulder medium forward.”
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kckcgGetJointAn r→)( CCKB
Motion Controller
Manipulator
kcr
usrcmdck =
Figure 6.4: Algorithm for command execution: Case 3.
6.3.1.3 Case 3: User command is a previously learned CFPC For each learned CFPC,
the corresponding joint angles for each joint are stored in the knowledge base as explained
in Section 6.3.1.2. Therefore, if the user command is exactly the same as a CFPC in the
knowledge base, it can be directly executed. This is shown in the algorithm in Fig. 6.4,
where GetJointAng() denotes extracting the joint angle vector from CCKB and rck is the
joint angle vector corresponding to the command ck in CCKB.
6.3.1.4 Case 4: User command is a composite command that can be decomposed into
two or more commands in the knowledge base In this case, the complex command of the
user is not available in the knowledge base as it is. However, it is assumed to be a compos-
ite command, which is composed of two or more previously learned commands connected
by the conjunction and. For example, if the user command is “turn little left and bend far
forward,” both “turn little left” and “bend far forward” are previously learned commands.
This case is treated according to the algorithm in Fig. 6.5. If the user command is in the
format,
F1 and . . . and Fm and . . . and FM (6.1)
then usrcmd is thus treated as a composite command, where Fm is either a CFPC or an
FVJC. From these sub commands, command vector v is formed such as
v = {F1, F2, . . . , Fm, . . . , FM} (6.2)
If all F1, ..., FM are found in the knowledge base, this command can be executed
without learning explicitly by executing F1 to FM in sequence. Otherwise, it cannot be
executed as a composite command.
It should be noted that it is not possible to issue any arbitrary combination of known
commands as a new command and expect an intelligent behavior from the sub-coach. What
it can do is to execute the individual commands inside the composite command in sequence.
It is a responsibility of the user to combine commands with “and” in a sensible manner.
Examples of two possible situations are presented in Section 6.4.4.
6.3.1.5 Case 5: User command is not identical, but similar to a learned command
In this case, an identical command to the current CFPC is not found in the knowledge
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Check whether usrcmd is in the format:
Get the user command
usrcmd
Form vector { }MFF ,,1 K=v
Search all          in  CCKB and JCKB
Execute                   1F
Cannot be executed as a
composite command !If all elements are found 
Else
Then
STOP
Execute                   MF
…
Mm FandandFandandF KK1
mF
Figure 6.5: Algorithm for command execution: Case 4.
base. However, a similar command is found. We define that two commands are similar
if the difference between them lies only on certain words and/or phrases bearing similar
meanings in the context of manipulator motion.
The sets of words and phrases that were considered as bearing similar meanings in
this experiment are shown in Table 6.2. However, this is not an exhaustive set. Determin-
ing an exhaustive set is not possible, because the meanings of these words and phrases are
highly subjective and context dependent. When choosing the words in Table 6.2, we con-
sidered only the domain of posture control of manipulators. Therefore, some of the words
or phrases may not bare similar meanings in other contexts.
6.3.1.6 Case 6: User command can be derived from a previously learned CFPC in the
knowledge base This is the most important case that demonstrates the efficiency of the
learning process. This type of a command is not available in the knowledge base and there-
fore the corresponding joint angle vector or the EFS (see Section 6.3.1.2) is not available.
However, its EFS can be derived by modifying the EFS of an already learned command.
Note here that in this implementation, the user is free to use any command with
unambiguous structure as a command. Therefore, in general it is not possible to derive a
correct EFS for another command from the EFS of any arbitrary CFPC; i.e. it is necessary
to analyze CFPCs in the knowledge base to identify suitable commands for EFS derivation.
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Table 6.2: Words or phrase groups bearing similar meanings.
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5
rotate towards left right bend
turn to leftwards rightward incline
leftward rightwards
left direction right direction
Group 6 Group 7 Group 8 Group 9
front back down up
forward backward below upper
forward direction forward direction
We have used the following three criteria for suitability checking the command derivation.
Criterion 1 : Only one direction word in D1 is contained in the CFPC. (Words and
phrases considered to be equivalent to these were also treated equally.)
Criterion 2 : Only one direction word in D2 is contained in the CFPC. (Words and
phrases considered to be equivalent to these were also treated equally.)
Criterion 3 : Only one magnitude word in M is contained in the CFPC, and all the
FVJCs in the EFS are associated only with one set of axes out ofA1 and
A2.
Here,
D1 = {left, right} (6.3)
D2 = {forward, backward} (6.4)
M = {verylittle, little, medium, far} (6.5)
A1 = {S1, S3, E2,W2} (6.6)
A2 = {S2, E1,W1} (6.7)
Once a CFPC is learned, it is analyzed and three check bits are associated with it
in the knowledge base. They are called LR check bit, FB check bit, and M check bit, as
shown in Table 6.1. The LR check bit is set if the command is qualified by the above first
criterion. The FB check bit is set if the command is qualified by the second criterion. M
check bit is set if the command is qualified by the third criterion.
The algorithm for command execution for this case is shown in Fig. 6.6. In the
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algorithm,
LR(x) : Value of the LR bit for command x;
FB(x) : Value of the FB bit for command x;
M (x) : Value of theM bit for command x;
PseudoCmd() : Derive a pseudo command by replacing words in D1 with the
word ‘LeftRight,’ by replacing words in D2 with the word
‘ForBack,’ and by replacing words inM with the word
‘Magnitude.’ See Fig. 6.8;
cmd(p) : Pseudo command corresponding to usrcmd;
c
(p)
k : Pseudo command corresponding to ck;
GetEFS() : Get an EFS from CCKB;
j : EFS sequence for ck;
ModifyU() : Modify a crisp joint angle value;
ExecuteU() : Execute a modified crisp joint angle value.
These criteria were adopted to ensure that only correct commands are derived. Com-
mands qualified by the criterion 1 and 2 can be used to derive EFSs for other commands that
are different only in direction words. For example, EFS for “turn little right” can be derived
from the EFS of “turn little left.” When more than one word in D1 or D2 are included in
the command, it is too complicated to derive the EFS for another command associated with
a different direction. Since there are no restrictions on user commands, correct EFSs may
not be derived in all cases. Therefore, the criterion 1 will qualify commands such as “bend
towards left”; but it may not qualify commands such as “bend towards forward inclined to
left.” In practice, it is possible to derive EFSs for other commands from EFSs of certain
commands in which more than one word inD1 orD2 are contained. However, it cannot be
generalized to all the cases. Therefore, this criterion was adopted.
Commands qualified by the criterion 3 can be used to derive EFSs for other com-
mands that are different only in magnitude words. For example, EFS for “turn far right”
can be derived from the EFS of “turn little right.” According to the criterion 3, if more
than one magnitude words inM are included, the command will not qualify. This is due to
the same reason as above; to make the decision making unambiguous. When commanding
the manipulator to change its posture from the home posture to another posture, axes in A1
are responsible for left-right and forward-backward motions of the tip position. Axes in A2
are responsible for up-down motions of the tip positions. When both types of motions are
involved, it is not possible to modify the EFS for magnitude in general.
An example of EFS derivation is shown in Fig. 6.8 for the command “turn little right.”
In this case, “turn far left” is in the knowledge base. In Fig. 6.8, t is a multiplication factor
that modifies the angle of rotation to suite the magnitude word in the current command.
The interpretation of magnitude words in a CFPC is different from that of an FVJC.
For example, ‘little’ in FVJC “bend your upper arm little forward” means an amount of
rotation around a single axis. The ambiguity lies only with the exact amount to be rotated.
However, ‘little’ in the CFPC “bend little forward” does not refer to an amount of rotation
around any axis; but it is a more complex spatial description. To execute this, several
rotations around different axes may be required. Therefore, when an EFS is modified for
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Figure 6.6: Algorithm for command execution: Case 6.
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Figure 6.7: Multiplication factor, k.
the magnitude as shown in Fig. 6.8, the angle to be rotated for an FVJC is obtained by
multiplying the original crisp value by a factor of t. The value of t for different cases are
shown in Fig. 6.7. There is no direct and unique method for deciding t because it represents
a subjective measure. Therefore, the values for twere determined intuitively and fine-tuned
by trial and error.
6.3.2 Manipulator motion
This section presents some of the practical considerations on manipulator motion. Espe-
cially, the starting posture of the manipulator, the PA-10 control mode that was used during
the experiment, and the timing to move each joint are discussed in detail.
6.3.2.1 Starting posture of manipulator In case 1, since a command affects only a single
joint, the requested amount of rotation around the relevant axis happened irrespective of the
current manipulator posture.
In case 2, the sub-coach has to learn the equivalent FVJC sequence (EFS) to bring
the manipulator to the desired posture from the home posture. Therefore, always the home
posture has to be the initial posture. It is still possible to learn the final joint angle vector by
starting learning from any arbitrary posture; but then the correct EFS, which is needed for
EFS derivation in case 6, cannot be learned. Therefore, if the manipulator is in a non-home
posture when a case 2 command is issued, first it moves to the home posture and starts
learning from there.
In case 3, the user command is an already known CFPC and the joint angle vector
representing the posture is available in the knowledge base. Therefore, the manipulator can
be brought to the commanded posture from any arbitrary starting posture without returning
to the home posture.
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Figure 6.8: Algorithm for deriving EFS.
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Similarly, in case 4, the user command is composed of already learned commands.
Therefore, the command is executed without returning to the home posture.
Case 5 is similar to the case 3 because the user command is similar in meaning to a
learned command.
Case 6 is treated differently because the commands considered in this case are derived
commands. As explained above, the command derivation is performed using the joint
angle sequences which represent postures with reference to the home posture. Therefore,
to execute a derived command, the manipulator should first return to the home posture.
6.3.2.2 PA-10 PA-10 manipulator can be controlled with a set of high-level commands
utilizing PA-10 library functions. Among several control modes available, “Each Axis An-
gle Control” mode was used for all posture control commands. In this mode, target angles
for each axis are sent to the motion controller via the control program. The motion con-
troller performs interpolation calculations and angle feedback control for each axis [65]. It
is possible to use different velocities of motion for each axis. However, during the experi-
ment, a default velocity of 0.1 [rad/s] was used for each axis.
When SFMCs are used, the manipulator tip is moved in Cartesian space. For that
motion, a default velocity of 30 [mm/s] was used.
6.3.2.3 Timing Information in this section may be repeated in Section 6.3.1, but they
are included here as a separate section for clarity. It should be noted that when execut-
ing commands which need more than one joint rotation, timing to move each joint is an
important issue.
If the user command is an FVJC (i.e. case 1), timing is not an issue because only one
joint will rotate. When learning a new CFPC (i.e. case 2), user has to issue a sequence of
FVJCs until the manipulator comes to the desired posture. Here, according to the coach-
player concept, the user has to wait and see the execution of any FVJC before issuing the
next (See Fig. 6.3).
If the user command is an already learned CFPC (i.e. case 3), the joint angle vector
corresponding to the requested posture of the manipulator is available in the knowledge
base (see Table 6.1). Thus, all the joints are rotated simultaneously to execute the command
(see Fig. 6.4).
If the user command is a composite command (i.e. case 4), parts of the command
are available in the knowledge base. As shown in the algorithm in Fig. 6.5, each part is
executed sequentially.
Case 5 commands are similar to case 3 commands in the execution point of view. In
case 6, the EFS for a command is derived from the EFS of another command. Here, since
the joint angle vector is not known, the final posture has to be reached by executing the
derived EFS. This is similar to the reverse of the learning of a new CFPC. FVJCs in the
EFS are executed sequentially waiting one execution to be finished before starting the next.
This is required because at each step the crisp angle value is calculated taking the previous
angle of rotation into consideration.
When an actual complex task is performed, several commands may be needed and
those individual commands may come under any of the above cases. An example of a
complex task is explained in Section 6.4. According to the coach-player concept adopted
in this implementation, the user has to wait to see the result of any command before issuing
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Figure 6.9: Example of case 1: “Bend lower arm far forward.”
the next. Therefore, simultaneous or overlapping commands are not allowed.
6.4 Results
First, a set of results for demonstrating each case presented in Section 6.3.1 will be ex-
plained. Next, a demonstration experiment performing a pick and place operation will be
presented to explain the use of the proposed concept.
6.4.1 Case 1
An example of this category is shown in Fig. 6.9. Here, the user command is “bend lower
arm far forward.” Since this is in the FVJC knowledge base, the crisp value of the angle
to be rotated is calculated and executed in a single step. In Fig. 6.9, A is the home posture
and B is the resul of the command.
6.4.2 Case 2
Learning of new CFPC “bend toward forward ” is shown in Fig. 6.10. Since the command
is not in the knowledge base, it has to be learned as a sequence of FVJCs. In the figure,
A is the home position of the tip of the manipulator and B is the final position referred by
the command. To change the manipulator posture to move the tip from A to B, a series of
FVJCs are issued by the user. The manipulator posture at each step is shown in the figure.
The FVJC sequence is,
• Bend shoulder very little forward;
• Bend lower arm little forward;
• Bend lower arm medium forward;
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Figure 6.10: Example of case 2: “Bend toward forward.”
• Bend lower arm medium forward;
• Bend lower arm medium forward;
• Bend wrist medium forward;
• Bend wrist far forward;
• Bend wrist far forward; and
• Bend wrist medium forward.
The user has stopped commanding when the tip is at B because he satisfied that the ma-
nipulator has come to the posture which he visualized at the beginning. After learning is
finished, this command is entered to the CCKB as a new command.
6.4.3 Case 3
This is for the CFPCs which are previously learned. Arm positions corresponding to the
command “move your tip towards upper back ” is shown in Fig. 6.11. Since the command
is previously learned, the joint angles for the desired posture are in the knowledge base.
Therefore, the command is executed in a single step moving the arm tip from A to B.
6.4.4 Case 4
Figure 6.12 shows the arm motion for the command “bend towards forward and turn far
left.” In this case, both “bend towards forward ” and “turn far left ” are available in CCKB.
The motion from A to B corresponds to “bend towards forward ” and the motion from B to
C corresponds to “turn far left.”
Fig. 6.13 shows the arm motion for the command “turn little right and bend towards
forward.” The motion from A to B corresponds to “turn little right ” and the motion from B
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Figure 6.11: Example of case 3: “Move your tip towards upper back.”
to C corresponds to “bend towards forward.” Here, A and B are at the same point because
“turn little right ” motion rotates the arm only around a vertical axis.
6.4.5 Case 5
For case 5, no graphical presentation is included because it is the same as that of case 3.
Some of the commands that yield the result shown in Fig. 6.11 are as follows (See Ta-
ble 6.2):
“move your tip towards upper backward;”
“move your tip towards upper backward direction;”
“move your tip to upper backward direction;” and
“move your tip to up backward direction.”
6.4.6 Case 6
In Fig. 6.14, A is the home posture, whereas D shows the posture corresponding to the
CFPC “bend towards medium forward ” which is in CCKB.Moreover, B, C, and E show the
reactions of the robot for commands “bend towards very little forward,” “bend towards little
forward,” and “bend towards far forward ” respectively. None of the latter three commands
are in the knowledge base.
6.4.7 Demonstration experiment
Arm motion for the demonstration experiment is shown in Fig. 6.15. The objective is to
pick a ball hanging at point C and put it in a bucket placed below the point E. Initially,
being in the home posture, the tip was at point A. The sequence of commands for the entire
operation is as follows:
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Figure 6.12: Example 1 of case 4: “Bend towards forward and turn far left.”
01. Move your tip towards upper back 13. Move medium forward
02. Move little down 14. Move very little forward
03. Move medium down 15. Move very little forward
04. Turn the gripper backward 16. Close the gripper
05. Move very little down 17. Move medium backward
06. Move little left 18. Reach far right down
07. Move little left 19. Move far right
08. Rotate your wrist little left 20. Move little right
09. Rotate your wrist far left 21. Move far forward
10. Move little left 22. Move little forward
11. Open the gripper 23. Open the gripper
12. Move little forward
Command 01, a CFPC, was responsible for the motion from A to B. However, user wanted
manipulator to reach point C where the object was placed. Therefore, to fine-tune the tip
position, a series of SFMCs were used. They were the commands from 02 to 15 except
the command 11, which was to open the gripper. The object was grabbed with command
16. Next command 17 was to bring the manipulator little back from the gripping point to
avoid collision with the object hanger. Command 18 was another CFPC that moved the tip
to point D. Before putting the ball into the bucket, the tip position was adjusted with the
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Figure 6.13: Example 2 of case 4: “Turn little right and bend towards forward.”
series of SFMCs from 19 to 22. Command 23 puts the ball in the bucket.
It can be observed that a large number of SFMCs were involved because we needed to
align the gripper properly in order to grip the object. In this task, two CFPCs were involved,
in which command 01 was equivalent to six FVJCs and command 18 was equivalent to 13
FVJCs.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have tried to build a model to control a robotic manipulator with natural
language commands. It was a challenging task fundamentally due to two reasons; the
complexity of manipulator kinematics and the subjective nature of human language.
In the implemented system, only a few basic commands (FVJCs) are built in, but the
user is free to issue any complex command (CFPC). All complex commands are learned
using the knowledge of the basic commands and with the advice of the user. When a com-
mand is issued, it is executed if it is in the knowledge base. If the command is not in the
knowledge base, sub-coach tries to infer the meaning of the command using the knowledge
of other commands without learning the new command explicitly. This increases the effi-
ciency of the proposed system. For example, Table 6.3 shows two commands contained in
the knowledge base and few of the other possible commands which can be understood with-
out learning explicitly. Considering all possibilities, with the knowledge of the command
“turn far left,” altogether 96 commands (with different direction and magnitude words and
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Figure 6.14: Example of case 6.
with different synonymous words/phrases) can be understood. Similarly, when any of the
complex commands are learned, a large number of other commands can be understood.
This shows the efficiency of the learning strategy.
The demonstration experiment in Section 6.4.7 is an example of an actual task per-
formed using the implemented system. Out of the 23 commands used to complete the
operation, a large number of commands are dedicated for fine-tuning the griper position
and orientation. This is unavoidable in any pick and place operation. There are two CFPCs
that are equivalent to 19 FVJCs. Therefore, if these two complex commands are not used,
the total number of commands would be 40. This clearly shows the improvement that can
be gained by learning complex commands.
The system discussed in this chapter shows some significant improvements when
compared with the previous work that tried to control robotic manipulators with voice
commands. For example, in the systems presented in [30], [49], [50], a user was able to
use only simple motion commands which were similar to SFMCs described in this chapter.
With such commands, only Cartesian motions are possible and the user does not have any
control over the posture or the orientation of the manipulator. Therefore, such systems
could perform only very simple tasks such as picking an object on a table, which was
possible only if the manipulator was in a suitable initial position bending over the table.
Therefore, use of FVJCs and CFPCs is a significant improvement in the present work.
Use of FVJCs allows a user to control the posture of the manipulator as desired. Introduc-
tion of CFPCs increases the efficiency by reducing the number of commands needed in a
task. On the other hand, the efficient learning algorithms were used so that after learning
a few CFPCs, a large number of other commands could be understood without explicit
learning.
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Figure 6.15: Demonstration experiment.
However, there are several future work to be investigated. In the presented system,
reusability of CFPCs is restricted to some extent. It can be improved by incorporating
syntax and semantic analysis of user commands. The method used to derive a meaning
of a new command from an already known command should be further improved. For
this, it is necessary to study about the ambiguities of spatial descriptions contained in user
commands. In this work, we have considered only about bringing the tip or the gripper of
the manipulator to a desired point by changing the posture. However, we have not discussed
some important points such as redundant axis control, object avoidance, velocity and force
control, etc. Such enhancements are also suitable topics for further research.
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Table 6.3: Efficiency of command interpretation.
Command in CCKB Commands that can be
understood without learning
turn far left turn little left
turn very little right
rotate very little left
rotate far right
turn little left direction
rotate far to right
turn little to left direction
...
...
bend towards medium bend towards very little forward
forward bend towards far backward
incline to far back
bend towards forward direction
bend towards front direction
...
...
Chapter 7
Learning Objects
7.1 Introduction
Identifying objects efficiently in the environment is one of the critical tasks required to be
performed for supporting meaningful human-robot dialogues. One of the main challenges
in designing natural language controlled robots is to give them the ability to perceive the
world in a way that is useful or understandable to humans.
Classically, the object recognition was performed by comparing the percepts of the
robot with a known model. However, this is a difficult task with 3 dimensional objects
in an unknown environment. Another approach is to give the robot the ability to identify
physical entities and relate them to perceptual symbols that are used by humans to refer to
these same physical entities. To perform this task, the robot has to ground these symbols
to its percepts or sensory data. This is an active research area studied by the researchers
working on the symbol grounding problem [55], [81], [82], [93]. The term of anchoring
has emerged to describe the building and maintenance of the connection between sensor
data and the symbols used by a robot for abstract cognition [83]. This is a very important
study; however recognizing object in an unknown environment is usually a difficult task
[84].
The work presented in this chapter is not specifically to solve the problems in object
recognition. What is presented here is a learning method in which a robot learns how to
identify an object once it is referred to by a natural language reference. This is similar to
the human learning process. The objective behind developing this method is to use it in a
coach-player environment.
To interact with a robotic system by using voice commands it would be convenient
to refer to the objects by their names (e.g. pick the red cube), instead of other types of
references (e.g. pick the object 1). Therefore, automatic object recognition is the first step
in order to acquire a higher level of interaction between the user and the robot.
Most research on vision-based object identification systems have concentrated on
identifying known objects in a seen (e.g. [84], [85]). In addition, there have been some
researches also on learning and identifying unknown objects (e.g. [86]).
The robotic system presented in this chapter allows the manipulation of objects
placed on a table by using a subset of English language. A human user can command
a PA-10 manipulator to pick objects. The object identification method used is different
from the existing systems pointed out above in two aspects. First, it learns from natural
language commands. Second, it does not learn objects as they are; instead it learns certain
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object features and their lexical representations. Once a feature is learned, that knowledge
is used to identify other unknown objects [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], [92].
In the following Section 7.2, learning algorithm is presented in terms of object per-
ception by the robot and of lexical representations. In Section 7.3, the object identification
system developed here is overviewed, and the implementation is presented in Section 7.4.
Finally, the summary of this chapter is described in Section 7.5.
7.2 Learning Algorithm
7.2.1 Object perception by the robot
Object perception by any robot is only via sensors. In this case camera images are provided.
It is possible to identify different objects in the seen and to extract their features without
referring to any lexicon. Let the number of objects be n. Object i can be represented with
a vector ri.
ri = {si, ci,hi} (7.1)
si, ci, and hi are size, color, and shape feature vectors respectively.
R = {r1, r2, ..., rn} (7.2)
is the set of all objects and it is stored in the low level knowledge base (Fig. 7.1). It is
low level in the sense that it contains only organized raw sensory data and does not contain
lexical symbols of human language.
Since these objects 1, ..., n belong to a finite number of colors and shapes, it should
be possible to identify color and shape clusters within sensory data given by vectors si, ci,
and hi. If these clusters are correctly identified, the number of color clusters (v) should be
equal to the number of object colors and the number of shape clusters (w) should be equal
to the number of object shapes. Objects clustered according to color are given by:
ap ⊂ R (7.3)
where p = 1, ..., v and ap1 ∩ ap2 = 0 where p1 6= p2. For ∀ri ∈ ap, ‖ci − µap‖ < θc where
ci is the color feature component of ri, µap is the mean of the color feature components
of all elements in ap, and θc is a threshold value which sets the color deviation within the
cluster. If the set of all ap is V ,
V = {a1, a2, ..., av} (7.4)
Objects clustered according to shape are given by:
bq ⊂ R (7.5)
where q = 1, ..., w and bq1 ∩ bq2 = 0 where q1 6= q2 For ∀ri ∈ bq, ‖hi − µbq‖ < θh where
hi is the shape feature component of ri, µbq is the mean of the shape feature components
of all elements in bq, and θh is a threshold value which sets the shape deviation within the
cluster. If the set of all bq isW ,
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W = {b1, b2, ..., bw} (7.6)
Therefore, sets objects which belong to the same color and same shape are given by:
tpq = ap ∩ bq (7.7)
where p = 1, ..., v and q = 1, ..., w.
Elements of tpq are of color p and shape q. Ifm is the number of objects in tpq,
tpq = {rpq1 , rpq2 , ..., rpqm} (7.8)
where rpqj is the feature vector that represents the jth object in tpq and j = 1, ...,m (see Eq.
(7.1)). The norm of the size feature vector spqj associated with the object feature vector r
pq
j
is a numerical value which represent the object size. We can form an ordered set t′pq, from
tpq considering the norm of s
pq
j as the ordering relation.
7.2.2 Lexical representations
Although the robot perception is limited to sensory data, a human user may refer to objects
with lexical symbols. “red cube,” “blue cylinder,” or “big yellow sphere ” are some exam-
ples. In order to execute user commands that consist of such references, there should be a
method to map these lexical symbols to raw sensory data. There have been many important
work related to this problem [93], [94]. However, those work considered the problem as
a fundamental cognitive problem. In this chapter, learning the mapping between lexical
symbols and their physical representations with the help of a human user is studied. On the
other hand, it is not limited to acquiring knowledge of some symbols; rather it uses inde-
pendently learned lexical symbols to understand the meaning of a composite lexical item:
i.e. a complete command. For example, after the meaning of the lexical symbol “red ” is
learned, it is meaningful for any red object; “red cube,” “red cylinder,” etc.
Suppose, in the user lexicon, the set of color lexical symbols is `c and the set of shape
lexical symbols is `h. Color and shape lexical symbol learning is described by the bijective
functions fc and fh such that
fc : `c → V (7.9)
fh : `h → W (7.10)
Let the set of lexical symbols that represent relative sizes of objects within any tpq
be `s. Then, the learning of lexical symbols that represent size is described by the bijective
function fs such that
fs : `s → t (7.11)
where t represents any tpq.
High level knowledge base contains these mapping information.
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Figure 7.1: Overview of object identification system by a robot.
Table 7.1: Grammar.
Action Article Size Color Shape
pick (the) small red cube
grab medium green cylinder
take big blue
7.3 Overview of the System
Overview of the object identification system is shown in the Fig. 7.1. On the object table,
objects of different colors, shapes and sizes are placed. Observing the objects a user may
ask the robot to pick any one of the objects using a sub-set of the English language. For
example, user may say “pick the small red cube”. Valid grammar for this experiment is
given in the Table 7.1. Any combination of action, size, color, and shape would form a
valid command. The article is optional.
Ignoring the article, this type of a command can be analyzed as follows:
command = < action > + < size adjective > + < color adjective > + < shape >
= < action > + < size adjective > + < colored object >
= < action > + < object >
In order to perform the<action> on the<object>, the robot should be able to under-
stand the action user intended and the object user referred. In this implementation, only the
object identification is considered. All action commands, pick, grab, and take are treated as
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01. Get the user command.
02. Extract <action>, <size adjective>, <color adjective>, <shape>
03. IF <shape> is known
04. IF <colur adjective> is known
05. IF <size adjective> is known
06. • Localize the object, Perform <action> on object, Stop.
07. ELSE
08. • Consult the user, User points to an example, Learn <size adjective>, Go to step 6.
09. ELSE
10. • Consult the user, User points to an example, Learn <colur adjective>, Go to step 5.
11. ELSE
12. • Consult the user, User points to an example, Learn <shape adjective>, Go to step 4.
Figure 7.2: Object identification.
Figure 7.3: A view of the experimental setup.
the same action of picking the referred object. To identify the correct object, all individual
lexical symbols, <size adjective>, <color adjective>, and <object> should be known.
The algorithm shown in the Fig. 7.2 is used to learn lexical symbols and to identify the
object.
Object identification is performed in the shape, color, size order. This coincides with
the correct adjective order of English language. This poses two questions. First, how ob-
jects are perceived and differentiated by the robot. Second, how the lexical representations
of objects in human language are attached to the objects perceived by the robot.
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Figure 7.4: Object table.
7.4 Implementation
7.4.1 Experimental setup
The experimental setup consisted of a PA-10 industrial manipulator and controller, object
table, three USB cameras, a microphone and a PC running WindowsXP. The three cameras
were placed over, in front of, and on left of the object table. For the image acquisition
DirectX technology was used. Voice recognition was performed using IBMViaVoice SDK.
The camera placed right above the table provides a calibrated image and it is further
processed in order to extract object features. Low resolution versions of all three images
are sent to the communication module and they are sent to the user in order to provide 3
dimensional details of the workspace.
7.4.2 Low level knowledge base
Object feature extraction module in Fig. 7.1 extracts shape, color and size representations
of each object.
Shape representation of an object should be invariant to change in size, to change in
location and to rotation. Although there are various descriptors such as thinness ratio, shape
elongation, spreading, compactness, etc. Hu descriptors have the particularity of being
invariant to scale, translation and rotation [95]. If a digital image is considered as a two
dimensional function, from the normalized moments of order up to three, it is possible to
derive seven invariant moments or Hu descriptors. In this work, only the first Hu descriptor,
φ1 was used as the shape representation, because it is sufficient to distinguish among the
shapes used in this experiment:
φ1 = η20 + η02 (7.12)
where η20 and η02 are normalized central moments of order 2. If more complicated and
diverse shapes are used, all seven Hu descriptors can be used to increase the representing
accuracy.
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Table 7.2: Object representations.
Object Pixels First Hu Color Center
No. Descriptor (r, g, b) (x, y)pixels
1 2081 496 0.1067, 0.3281, 0.5652 255, 765
2 5744 206 0.1181, 0.3465, 0.5354 262, 461
3 5296 498 0.1897, 0.4545, 0.3557 288, 606
4 5067 494 0.6102, 0.2165, 0.1732 366, 301
5 2458 207 0.6024, 0.2362, 0.1614 375, 759
6 5467 207 0.2047, 0.4685, 0.3268 437, 555
7 540 209 0.1344, 0.3360, 0.5296 473, 415
8 2445 207 0.1660, 0.3241, 0.5099 540, 811
9 1698 508 0.1850, 0.4488, 0.3661 562, 386
10 2951 498 0.1732, 0.4331, 0.3937 559, 270
11 4917 505 0.1462, 0.3557, 0.4980 622, 611
12 5171 206 0.6181, 0.2362, 0.1457 675, 438
13 507 207 0.1700, 0.4348, 0.3953 713, 642
14 2910 517 0.1024, 0.3386, 0.5591 781, 284
15 2333 206 0.2087, 0.4409, 0.3504 774, 748
16 2990 503 0.6126, 0.2292, 0.1581 847, 568
17 418 209 0.4980, 0.2451, 0.2569 822, 451
18 1912 499 0.6220, 0.2165, 0.1614 854, 805
Number of pixels of an object was used as the size representation. Normalized red
(r), green (g), and blue (b) components were used as the color representations.
These three kind of representations are the elements of ri in Eq. (7.1). All ri’s (or
R) are stored in the low level knowledge base.
Since these objects belong to finite number of colors and shapes, it should be possible
to identify color and shape clusters within sensory data shown in the Table 7.2. If these
clusters are correctly identified, the number of color clusters should be equal to the number
of object colors and the number of shape clusters should be equal to the number of object
shapes.
7.4.2.1 Object clustering We need to cluster objects according to their shapes and col-
ors only. Size is a relative term which is interpreted once a <colored object> is identified
(Section 7.3). For example, once two “red cubes ” are identified, then only we can find the
“big red cube ” and the “small red cube.”
The number of clusters is not a priori known for both shape and color. Therefore, we
have used a leader-follower algorithm to find clusters because it need not know the number
of clusters in advance.
When defining
wi = current center for cluster i,
θ = threshold,
x = a sample,
the algorithm is as follows:
begin initialize ν, θ
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Table 7.3: Clustered objects.
Shape Object Color Object
Cluster No. Cluster No.
1 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 14,16, 18 1 1, 2, 7, 8, 11, 14
2 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 15, 17 2 3, 6, 9, 10, 13, 15
3 4, 5, 12, 16, 17, 18
Table 7.4: Lexical symbols to cluster mapping.
lexical Shape Color
symbol cluster cluster
cube 1 –
cylinder 2 –
red – 3
green – 2
blue – 1
wi ← x
do accept new x
j ← arg min
j′
‖x− wj′‖ (find nearest cluster)
if ‖x− wj‖ < θ
then wj ← 0.5(wj + x)
else add new w ← x
until no more patterns
return w1, w2, ...
end
For shape clustering, θ is taken to be 100. x are the Hu moments given in the third
column of Table 7.2. For color clustering, θ is taken to be 0.1. x are the normalized r, g, b
vectors given by the fourth column.
7.4.3 High level knowledge base
High level knowledge base contains the mappings between lexical symbols and correspond-
ing classes. Initially, high level knowledge base is empty. It is filled according to the algo-
rithm in Fig. 7.2. Once learned, it contains the mapping between high level lexical symbols
and the clusters based on the sensory data.
In this implementation we have considered only three sizes. They correspond to the
lexical symbols small, medium, and big. Out of the three objects that belong to the same
color and the same shape, the object having the smallest number of pixels is mapped to
small, next one to medium and the one with the highest number of pixels to big.
7.5 Summary
An image of the object table taken from the top camera is shown in Fig. 7.4. Table 7.2
shows how the object 1 to 18 are represented in the low level knowledge base. Table 7.3
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Table 7.5: Objects of same color and shape.
Colored Object
Object Nos.
red cube 4, 16, 18
red cylinder 5, 12, 17
green cube 3, 9, 10
green cylinder 6, 13, 15
blue cube 1, 11, 14
blue cylinder 2, 7, 8
Table 7.6: Final object identification.
Object Lexical Representation Object Lexical Representation
No. No.
1 small blue cube 10 medium green cube
2 big blue cylinder 11 big blue cube
3 big green cube 12 big red cylinder
4 big red cube 13 small green cylinder
5 medium red cylinder 14 medium blue cube
6 big green cylinder 15 medium green cylinder
7 small blue cylinder 16 small red cube
8 medium blue cylinder 17 small red cylinder
9 small green cube 18 medium red cube
shows objects clustered according to shape and color.
Mapping between individual lexical symbols and clusters is shown in Table 7.4. By
comparing Tables 7.3 and 7.4, we can derive Table 7.5.
We can see that there are three objects of the same color and the shape. They should
be identified with their sizes. As stated in Section 7.4.3, this is performed based on the
pixel size. Final object identification result is shown in Table 7.6.
In this chapter, we have discussed the possibility of learning of object identification
by robots commanded by natural language. The proposed concept was demonstrated with
an object sorting experiment using a PA-10 redundant manipulator. Users could instruct
the robot with natural language commands to pick any one of the objects placed on a table.
To identify the referred objects, complete user grammar understanding system based on
individual lexical symbol learning was presented.
In this implementation, only three size related lexical symbols were considered. They
were small,medium and big. Incorporating more such lexical symbols and study about their
interpretation is an improvement that should be performed in future work.
Chapter 8
Future Works and Conclusions
This thesis discussed learning from fuzzy linguistic commands for the purpose of robot
control. The motivation behind the work was the requirement of learning from human user
instructions for the success of any natural language controlled robotic system. Although
there have been several research work in the area of natural language based robot control,
the focus on learning from human user instructions has been limited.
All natural languages contain fuzzy or imprecise words and phrases. On the other
hand, human observations are imprecise and human judgments are subjective. Therefore,
any robotic system, which is supposed to learn from human instructions, should be able to
learn from imprecise information.
In Chapter 2 a new system architecture for learning from human user instructions
was proposed. It was called Coach-Player System due to its resemblance to the real-world
relationship between a coach and a player. Three potential applications; learning situations,
learning actions, and learning objects were suggested.
In Chapter 3, an essential part of any natural language controlled robotic system was
discussed, i.e. the interpretation of words bearing fuzzy meanings. In this thesis, interpre-
tation of such words or commands was not a main consideration; however the information
contained in Chapter 3 were vital for the understanding of the rest of the work.
Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 described in detail four application areas for which coach-
player system was applicable. Chapters 4 and 5 were dedicated for learning situations. The
concept behind the situation learning was the above-mentioned inherent impreciseness in
human observations. In Chapter 4, a simple path learning application, which was a special
case of situation learning was demonstrated. The general case of situation learning was
demonstrated in Chapter 5 with a complex path learning application.
In Chapter 6, an action learning application was presented. There, posture control
of a robotic manipulator with natural language instructions was demonstrated. Using the
developed application, a user was able to control the posture of a manipulator using com-
plex commands. The complex commands were not built in to the system; rather they
were learned online by interacting with the user. A small number of commands called
fuzzy-voice joint commands were built in to the system. It was argued that any complex
command could be decomposed into a sequence of fuzzy-voice joint commands, so that it
was possible to learn any complex command with the knowledge of the built commands
and user instructions.
The object learning application presented in Chapter 7 employed an object feature
learning mechanism in contrast to learning objects as they were. The advantage of the
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method was, once a feature was learned that knowledge could be applied when identifying
any object with that feature. For example, certain object colors, shapes, and sizes were
learned.
8.1 Future Works
The coach-player framework that is proposed in this thesis is a general framework that
can be applied to a broad domain of problems. Learning situations, actions, and objects
that is described in this work cover a large spectrum of needs relevant to robotic systems.
However, more applications should be tried in order to establish the concept solidly.
As examples for situation learning, only path learning was studied. Studying more
complex applications that involve more complicated situations is a very important potential
future work.
The posture control application which demonstrates action learning can be further
improved by incorporating semantic analysis for user commands. Although the application
presented in this thesis allows efficient use of complex commands for manipulator control,
that efficiency was obtained only by learning. Successful semantic analysis module will
improve its efficiency further.
The proposed object learning method, which is based on object feature learning can
be used in complex domains; however, the demonstrated application seems to be inade-
quate to demonstrate the true advantage of the proposed method. Therefore, scaling up the
application by incorporating a large number of objects having complicate shape, multiple
colors, etc. is a potential future work.
The coach-player system is well suited for tele-operation environments. I had an idea
to integrate all the applications I have developed for path learning, manipulator posture
control, and object recognition and to apply in a tele-operated environment; however, time
constraints did not allow me to do that as a part of the Ph.D. research. I hope to implement
that extension in my future research work.
8.2 Conclusions
Learning situations, actions, and objects are three fundamental and vital requirements in
building autonomous robotic systems. In this thesis, learning these three aspects was dis-
cussed and learning methods were proposed. The experimental results show that the pro-
posed learning methods can be successfully applied in practical situations and can also be
extended to other applications.
As pointed out in Chapter 1, for the success of any natural language controlled
robotics system, the robot should be able to learn from the commands issued by the hu-
man controller of the robot. In natural language controlled robotic systems developed up to
the present, this requirement has not been sufficiently addressed. By incorporating learn-
ing capabilities, it is possible to improve the efficiency of the natural language controlled
robotic systems by eliminating some of their inherent drawbacks. That is, although it is
convenient to issue instructions, when performing a non-trivial task, it may be difficult to
control a natural language controlled robot because the number of commands required may
be large. Moreover, it may be required to issue similar commands frequently reducing the
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efficiency of the system. On the other hand, if there is a learning mechanism, the burden
on the user will be reduced as the system matures by learning gradually.
The path learning experiments presented in Chapters 4 and 5 show that it is possible
to hand over coarse tasks to the sub-coach while finer tasks are performed by the human
user, in a sophisticated environment. For example, in [30] and [78] the authors presented a
natural language controlled robotic manipulator which can be used to perform an assembly
task. However, since the learning was not incorporate in their work, user needed to issue
similar commands repetitively during an assembling task. Moreover, when performing
multiple assembling tasks of similar nature, similar command sequences were needed to be
repeated. Using the methods presented under situation learning, this kind of redundancy
can be avoided effectively reducing the burden of an operating user. On the other hand, a
user may operate more than one robots at the same time, just monitoring and helping them
as needed.
The manipulator posture control application presented in Chapter 6 is a demonstra-
tion of action learning. It shows some significant improvements when compared with the
previous work which tried to control robotic manipulators with voice commands. For ex-
ample, in the systems presented in [30], [49], and [50], a user was able to use only simple
motion commands which were similar to SFMCs described in this paper. With such com-
mands, only Cartesian motions are possible and the user does not have any control over
the posture or the orientation of the manipulator. Therefore, such systems could perform
only very simple tasks such as picking an object on a table, which was possible only if the
manipulator was in a suitable initial position bending over the table.
Therefore, use of FVJCs and CFPCs results in a significant improvement in the pos-
ture control application presented in this thesis. Use of FVJCs allows a user to control
the posture of the manipulator as desired. Introduction of CFPCs increases the efficiency
by reducing the number of commands needed in a task. On the other hand, the efficient
learning algorithms were used so that after learning a few CFPCs, a large number of other
commands could be understood without explicit learning.
As pointed out in Section 8.1, the object learning application presented in this thesis
could be further improved to demonstrate the proposed learning method more powerfully.
However, in its present form also it clearly shows the advantage of the algorithm. Conven-
tionally object learning is performed by learning certain features pertaining to an object. In
contrast, in the proposed method, natural language references of certain object features are
learned. The experimental results show that this is more efficient because once a name of a
feature is learned, that knowledge can be used when identifying any object having the same
feature. Different authors, especially the ones working on the symbol grounding problem
[55], [96], [97] have studied more extensively about learning natural language references
to objects. The method proposed in this thesis was designed particularly to suite a coach-
player environment. In a coach-player environment, learning has to be happened on-line
while a human user is conducting a work (see Chapter 2).
All the experiments presented in this thesis were conducted using a robotic manip-
ulator. Experiments conducted in order to verify situations, actions, and objects learning
are actually different modules of a natural language controlled manipulator system, which
can be used for complex assembling or object handling tasks. The integrated application is
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not presented in the thesis, because it needs some additional programming work and sev-
eral hardware to make it a robust application. However, all necessary integral modules are
covered here.
I believe, the theoretical details and experimental results presented in this thesis (in
relation to learning situations, learning actions, and learning objects) would be useful in
the development of human-robot natural interfaces in the future.
Appendix A
Probabilistic Neural Networks
A.1 Introduction
In this thesis, modified versions of the conventional Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN)
architecture was used in Chapters 4 and 5. This appendix briefly presents essential details
necessary for the understanding the operation of the PNN.
PNNs are used for classification problems. They consist of four layers: namely,
input, pattern, summation, and decision layers. When an input is presented, the pattern
layer computes distances from the input vector to the training input vectors, and produces
a vector whose elements indicate how close the input is to a training input. The summation
layer sums these contributions for each class of inputs to produce as its net output a vector
of probabilities. Finally, a competing transfer function on the output of the decision layer
picks the maximum of these probabilities, and produces a 1 for that class and a 0 for the
other classes.
A.2 Bayes Strategy for Pattern Classification
To understand the basis of PNN, a discussion of the Bayes decision strategy would be
useful.
Pattern classification techniques that classify patterns in such a way that minimizes
the “expected risk” are called Bayes strategies. They can be applied to problems containing
any number of categories.
Consider the two category situation in which the state of nature θ is known to be
either θA or θB. If it is desired to decide whether θ = θA or θ = θB based on a set of
measurements represented by the p-dimensional vector XT = [X1...Xj...Xp], the Bayes
decision rule becomes,
d(X) = θA if hAlAfA(X) > hBlBfB(X)
d(X) = θB if hAlAfA(X) < hBlBfB(X) (A.1)
where fA(X) and fB(X) are the probability density functions for categories A and B,
respectively; lA is the loss function associated with the decision d(X) = θB when θ = θA;
lB is the loss function associated with the decision d(X) = θA when θ = θB; hA is the
a priori probability of occurrence of patterns from category A; and hB = 1 − hA is the a
priori probability that θ = θB.
Thus the boundary between the region in which the Bayes decision d(X) = θA and
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the region in which d(X) = θB is given by the equation
fA(X) = KfB(X) (A.2)
where K = hBlB/hAlA.
The key to use Eq. (A.2) is the ability to estimate probability density functions (PDFs)
based on training patterns. Parzen [98] showed that a class of PDF estimators asymptoti-
cally approaches the underlying parent density provided only that it is continuous. Cacoul-
los [99] extended Parzen’s results to cover the multivariate case. In the case of the Gaussian
kernel, the multivariate estimates can be expressed as,
fA(X) =
1
(2pi)p/2σp
1
m
m∑
i=1
exp
{
−(X −XAi)
T (X −XAi)
2σ2
}
(A.3)
where
i = pattern number,
m = total number of training patterns,
XAi = ith training pattern for category θA,
σ = smoothing parameter,
p = dimensionality of measurement space.
fA(X) is simply the sum of small multivariate Gaussian distribution centered at each
training sample. However, the sum is not limited to being Gaussian. It can approximate
any smooth density function.
A small value of σ causes the estimated parent density function to have distinct modes
corresponding to the locations of the training samples. A larger value of σ produces a grater
degree of interpolation between points.
Equation (A.3) can be directly used with the decision rule expressed in Eq. (A.1) for
pattern classification. PNN is a neural network organization which uses these strategies for
pattern classification.
A.3 Network Architecture
The architecture of a typical PNN is shown in Fig. A.1. The PNN architecture is composed
of many interconnected processing units or neurons organized in successive layers. The in-
put layer does not perform any computation and simply distributes the input to the neurons
in the pattern layer. On receiving a pattern x from the input layer, the ijth neuron of the
pattern layer computes its output
φij(x) =
1
(2pi)d/2σd
exp
{
−(x− xij)
T (x− xij)
2σ2
}
(A.4)
where d denotes the dimension of the pattern vector x, σ is the smoothing parameter and
xij is the neuron vector. The summation layer neurons compute the maximum likelihood of
pattern x being classified into Ci by summarizing and averaging the output of all neurons
that belong to the same class:
pi(x) =
1
(2pi)d/2σd
1
Ni
Ni∑
j=1
exp
{
−(x− xij)
T (x− xij)
2σ2
}
(A.5)
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Figure A.1: Typical PNN architecture
where Ni denotes the total number of samples in class Ci. If the a priori probabilities for
each class are the same, and the losses associated with making an incorrect decision for
each class are the same, the decision layer unit classifies the pattern x in accordance with
the Bayes decision rule based on the output of all the summation layer neurons
Cˆ(x) = argmax{pi(x)}, i = 1, . . . ,m (A.6)
where Cˆ(x) denotes the estimated class of the pattern x and m is the total number of
classes in the training samples.
One outstanding issue associated with the PNN is the determination of the network
structure. This includes determining the network size, the pattern layer neurons and an
appropriate smoothing parameter. Some algorithms for pattern layer neuron slection have
been proposed [69], [75], [76], [100], [101], [102], [103].
A.4 Advantages of PNN
The most important advantage of PNN is that training is easy and fast. It can be used in
real-time because as soon as one pattern representing each category has been observed, the
network can begin to generalize to new patterns. Other advantages are,
• the shape of the decision surface can be made as complex as necessary, or as simple
as desired by changing the smoothing parameter σ;
• the decision surface can approach Bayes optimal classification;
• erroneous samples are tolerated;
• sparse samples are adequate for network performance;
• σ can be made smaller without retraining, as the number of training samples in a
category gets larger; and
• for time-varying statistics, old patterns can be overwritten with new patterns.
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